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Abstract
Comparison of Discrete Trial Teaching and the Verbal Behavior Approach in Early
Learners With Autism in a School Setting. Irene Chan, 2018: Applied Dissertation, Nova
Southeastern University, Abraham S. Fischler College of Education. Keywords: autism,
discrete trial teaching, verbal behavior approach
There are many different interventions available to individuals with autism, and the
benefits of each therapy may vary for each student. Two vastly different treatments are
discrete trial teaching (DTT) and the verbal behavior approach (VBA). While both are
based in the principles of applied behavior analysis (ABA), VBA relies more on
naturalistic teaching opportunities to teach language in context than DTT, which is
conducted in structured instructional sessions. The literature supporting DTT is extensive,
with many randomized control trial studies to corroborate its effectiveness. Meanwhile,
VBA lacks empirical support as a package; though many studies demonstrate the success
of parts of the approach in teaching children with autism. The purpose of this study is to
compare these two methodologies to help determine the effectiveness of VBA as a
teaching package.
A single subject alternating treatment design was used to determine differential effects on
language acquisition, generalization, maintenance, and rates of behavior on two students
with autism. Both participants acquired new language and manding targets using the
Lovaas’ DTT and VBA interventions. Trials to criterion were higher using Lovaas’ DTT,
but lower when considering sessions to criterion. Overall time of instruction was lower
when using VBA. For one participant, generalization was similar across both
methodologies, but for the other participant, generalization was higher for targets
acquired using VBA. Maintenance was higher for both participants for VBA targets.
Rates of problem behaviors were lower for both participants when using VBA. This study
was the first to fully describe the procedures used in VBA as a package, and limitations
and lines of future research are discussed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Children on the autism spectrum present with a wide range of strengths, deficits,
challenges, and needs. Therefore, a child’s intervention should be tailored in such a way
to fit with the child and his or her current needs (Bailey et al., 1986). Moreover, different
methods of teaching may better lend themselves to teaching different types of learners
(Reichow, 2012; Schreibman et al., 2015). While many teaching methodologies are in use
for children with autism, some still require further research to fully demonstrate their
efficacy. This dissertation will examine the efficacy of one combination methodology,
the verbal behavior approach (VBA), as an intervention for children with autism.
Background and Justification
Since the publication of Lovaas’ 1987 study, discrete trial teaching (DTT) has
been the gold standard of applied behavior analysis (ABA) intervention for children with
autism (Carr & Firth, 2005). Lovaas’ method is characterized by intensive instruction,
often conducted in clinical or contrived settings, using repeated trial presentations, with
correct responses typically reinforced by edibles and other conditioned reinforcers. A
child does not begin to generalize skills into the natural environment until after teaching,
and generalization must be systematically programmed into instruction (Carr & Firth,
2005). Criticisms against this methodology point out the lack of many important
components of instruction, including generalization, teaching in natural contexts,
consideration of the child’s motivation, and focusing on developing spontaneous
language (Weiss, 2001). A child taught using DTT may also demonstrate an increase in
escape or problem behaviors and a dependence on prompting (Schreibman et al., 2015).
However, Lovaas’ initial randomized control study with long-term follow-up data
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rigorously demonstrated the efficacy of the method. Follow-up studies and replications
(McEachin, Smith, & Lovaas, 1993; Sheinkopf and Siegel, 1998) have supported this
initial study, securing DTT’s place as the hallmark of quality ABA instruction for
individuals with autism.
In stark contrast to DTT, incidental teaching emphasizes the use of natural, childinitiated adult interactions as teaching opportunities (Hart & Risley, 1975; McGee,
Krantz, Mason, & McClannahan, 1983). Rather than teacher-controlled trials, incidental
teaching opportunities begin when a child initiates an interaction with an adult. These
interactions are reinforced by natural contingencies; that is, the child is given access to
the stimulus that elicited the interaction in the first place (Hart & Risley, 1975; McGee,
Krantz, & McClannahan, 1985). For example, if a child gestures to a book and is then
prompted to say book, he is reinforced with the book. These interactions occur in context
of natural stimuli and environments and do not require the child in be in a distraction-free
environment as in DTT. Studies using incidental teaching to teach children with autism
receptive and expressive language and reading have shown that children not only acquire
language, but generalize this language better than when taught with DTT (CharlopChristy & Carpenter, 2000; McGee et al., 1983; McGee et al., 1985; McGee, Krantz, &
McClannahan, 1986).
Stemming from incidental teaching, other naturalistic teaching methodologies that
have emerged include the Natural Language Paradigm (NLP; Laski, Charlop, &
Schreibman, 1988), Pivotal Response Training (PRT; Koegel, Bimbela, Schreibman,
1996), and Natural Environment Teaching (NET; Sundberg & Partington, 1998). All of
these methodologies focus on child-initiated interactions, use of cues occurring in the
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environment to teach the child, and rewarding the child with natural reinforcers, such as a
book when the child is labeling a book (Sundberg & Partington, 1998; Weiss, 2001).
PRT, which expands on the ideas of NLP, targets pivotal behaviors for a child,
including increasing motivation, responding to multiple cues, and initiating social
interactions (Koegel et al., 1996). Natural reinforcers are used and all child attempts are
reinforced to increase motivation. PRT is conducted in the child’s natural environments
to maximize generalization and functionality of learned skills and language (Koegel,
Symon, & Kern Koegel, 2002). Since there is such an emphasis on instruction using
natural contexts, PRT heavily emphasizes parent involvement so that learning can occur
throughout the child’s daily life (Koegel et al., 1996; Koegel et al., 2002).
NET specifically uses the motivation of the child to teach functional language in
natural contexts (Carr & Firth, 2005; Weiss, 2001). When using NET, emphasis is placed
on mand training to teach receptive and expressive repertoires using motivation-specific
reinforcement, in contrast to DTT in which there is an emphasis placed on teaching
receptive and tact repertoires using nonspecific reinforcement in instructional settings
(Sundberg & Michael, 2001). Generalization is embedded in NET, through teaching in a
variety of natural settings, and not programmed in after the fact (Carr & Firth, 2005).
In addition to the benefits of teaching motivation and generalization, one study
suggests that naturalistic teaching methodologies lead to a lower rate of problem
behaviors than using DTT, as the child’s interests are considered (LeBlanc, Esch,
Sidener, & Firth, 2006). It has been proposed that a combination of DTT and naturalistic
approaches would teach a more complete model of language to young children (Sundberg
& Partington, 1998; Sundberg & Michael, 2001; Weiss, 2001).
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The research problem. Due to the large body of literature supporting DTT,
especially Lovaas’ randomized control study, many practitioners of ABA have relied
solely on this methodology of teaching (Weiss, 2001). Yet, the needs of children served
by ABA are often varied and may not be best served by just one methodology
(Schreibman et al., 2015; Weiss, 2005; Weiss & Zane, 2010). As more research regarding
the efficacy of naturalistic interventions has emerged, ideas from these methodologies are
being incorporated with DTT teaching (Schreibman et al., 2015). Despite growing
scientific support of more naturalistic approaches, these studies are often conducted using
single subject or small groups, lacking the power of using randomized control groups
(Carr & Firth, 2005; Schreibman et al., 2015). The dearth of rigorous research supporting
the efficacy of various naturalistic methods has restricted professionals from using these
teaching methods (Bondy, Esch, Esch, & Sundberg, 2010; Schreibman et al., 2015;
Sundberg & Partington, 1998; Sundberg & Michael, 2001; Weiss, 2001).
Deficiencies in the evidence. The verbal behavior approach (VBA) is an ABAbased teaching methodology that focuses on teaching language following Skinner’s
Verbal Behavior framework of language (Bondy, et al., 2010; Sundberg & Partington,
1998; Sundberg & Michael, 2001). VBA combines the use of DTT and NET to teach
children functional language skills, emphasizing mand instruction to capitalize on the
child’s motivation and teaching language in context (Bondy et al., 2010; Sundberg &
Partington, 1998; Tang & Weir, 2013). This approach currently lacks scientific support
from large, long-term, comparative studies regarding its efficacy as a package (Bondy et
al., 2010; Carr & Firth, 2005; Stock, Mirenda, & Smith, 2013). One of the main
advantages in VBA, using the child’s motivation to direct instruction and language
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development, is that it ensures the child will begin to understand the value of
communication (Tang & Weir, 2013). However, relying on a child’s motivation to direct
therapy is also a disadvantage of the methodology as it leads to a less scripted curriculum
(Sundberg & Partington, 1998).
There is no consensus regarding what comprises VBA (Bondy et al., 2010), and
the need for standard procedures and guidelines to direct those who wish to utilize VBA
complicates research efforts to validate the methodology (LeBlanc et al., 2006). While
there are many studies that have examined the benefits of teaching verbal operants based
on verbal behavior development, few examine using verbal behavior as a package (Stock
et al., 2013; Tang & Weir, 2013). Stock, Mirenda, and Smith (2013) conducted a 12month comparison study investigating the effects of PRT and VBA on child outcomes.
While both methodologies resulted in gains for all participants, they found that VBA led
to higher gains in receptive language and decreases in problem behavior. Implementation
of the approach was mainly conducted in dyads or small groups, while PRT was
conducted mainly in one-to-one settings. This was the first study to test VBA as a
package, and several lines of further research are still needed, specifically case studies
demonstrating the outcomes of learners using the VBA method, a comparative study
between VBA and the Lovaas method, and more studies testing VBA as a package
(Bondy et al., 2010; Carr & Firth, 2005; Schreibman et al., 2015; Stock et al., 2013; Tang
& Weir, 2013).
Audience
Parents, children with autism, educators and behavior therapists will benefit from
the results of a study comparing DTT and VBA. Procedures used in the study can be used
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as a model for practitioners hoping to implement VBA in their programs. It will also help
to build empirical support for a methodology that is currently lacking data to support its
outcomes.
Definition of Key Terms
Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA). A data-based, scientific approach to
identifying variables that influence one’s behavior and providing strategies to alter that
behavior (Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007). Typical practices include reinforcement,
behavior shaping, and prompting.
Discrete Trial Teaching (DTT). ABA-based teaching methodology
characterized by highly structured, one-to-one instruction using repeated trials to teach a
variety of new skills (Lovaas, 1987).
Verbal Behavior Approach (VBA). ABA-based teaching methodology focused
on teaching language following Skinner’s Verbal Behavior framework of language,
combining use of DTT and natural environment teaching to teach children functional
language skills, with an emphasize on mand instruction (Bondy et al., 2010; Sundberg &
Partington, 1998).
Purpose of the Study
Using an alternating treatments design, the purpose of this study is to compare the
effects of using DTT alone and VBA on the acquisition, generalization, and maintenance
of basic language skills in young children with autism.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Applied Behavior Analysis
Applied behavior analysis (ABA) is a scientific approach to identifying variables
that influence one’s behavior and providing strategies to alter that behavior (Cooper,
Heron, & Heward, 2007). While ABA is applicable to all human behaviors, it is also
specifically effective in treating individuals with autism (National Autism Center [NAC],
2009; NAC, 2015; National Research Council [NRC], 2001). Utilizing principles of
reinforcement, behavior shaping, and prompting, practitioners of ABA can slowly modify
behaviors of individuals with autism (Carr & Firth, 2005; Sundberg & Michael, 2001).
Continuous data collection, graphing, and analysis allow practitioners to monitor progress
and inform decision making to adjust treatment accordingly (Cooper et al., 2007).
Socially significant behaviors are targeted for intervention, behavioral tactics are selected
to address the target behavior, data are collected, and decisions are made to continue the
course or make changes until some predetermined criteria for the target behavior are met
(Cooper et al., 2007; Sundberg & Michael, 2001).
ABA is a wide-ranging field and is used as the framework for many different
applications when working with children with autism (Bondy et al., 2010). Findings from
the National Autism Center list several established intervention packages that are all
behavior analytic in nature (NAC, 2009; NAC, 2015). Though they share behavioral
foundations, differences between these treatments can be vast. Interventions like DTT
and naturalistic teaching strategies, while all ABA-based, are distinctly different.
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Discrete Trial Teaching
DTT was first widely publicized in 1987 when Lovaas published his seminal
study regarding its effects on the educational outcomes for children with autism. In a
randomized control study, 19 students with autism received intensive, one-to-one therapy
40 hours per week for over 2 years. This group was compared to a control group, who
received 10 hours or less of therapy. Services were provided by trained therapists, as well
as parents who received training to deliver therapy. Forty-seven percent of students (nine
children) in the experimental group showed significant gains in intellectual function,
scoring at or above average in IQ scores, compared to the control group, and were
mainstreamed into first grade. Another 42% (eight children) of the experimental group
finished first grade in generalized special education class. Only two of the students in the
experimental group remained in a special education class for students with autism.
Overall, subjects in the experimental group gained 30 points in intellectual functioning,
while scores for those in the control group did not change significantly following
treatment. Two percent (one child) of the control group was mainstreamed into first
grade, and 53% (21 children) remained in special education classes for students with
autism. The improved outcomes of the experimental group students demonstrated the
effectiveness of DTT in treating children with autism.
DTT is characterized by highly structured, one-to-one instruction (Carr & Firth,
2005; Cohen, Amerine-Dickens, & Smith., 2006; Lovaas, 1987; Peterson, 2004).
Instruction takes place in a quiet, distraction-free setting (Cohen et al., 2006; Schreibman
et al., 2015). Each teaching trial uses a three-term contingeny consisting of an antecedent,
a response, and a consequence (Cooper et al., 2007; Cummings & Carr, 2009; Greer &
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McDonough, 1999; Sundberg, 2016). The instructor initiates the teaching trial by gaining
the child’s attention and presenting a discriminative stimulus (S D) or antecedent. Time is
provided for the student to respond, and a consequence is presented depending on a
correct or incorrect response. When appropriate consequences are delivered, students’
correct responding will increase (Albers & Greer, 1991; Cooper et al., 2007).
Consequences include reinforcement for correct responses, typically a powerful
conditioned reinforcer (e.g., edibles or preferred tangible items or activities) or an error
correction procedure (Carr & Firth, 2005; Cohen et al., 2006; Schreibman et al., 2015).
After a short intertrial latency, instructors deliver another trial; therapists will present
massed trials during a session, giving the student multiple opportunities to respond
(Charlop-Christy & Carpenter, 2000; Weiss, 2005). After skills are mastered in the
instructional setting, additional programming must be put into place in other
environments to promote generalization (Carr & Firth, 2005).
Since Lovaas’ (1987) study, educators using DTT have been successful in
teaching students with autism a multitude of skills, including language, imitation,
academic, self-help, adaptive, behavioral, and social skills (Cohen at al., 2006; Lovaas,
1987; McEachin, et al., 1993; Stock et al., 2013). McEachin and colleagues (1993)
conducted a follow-up study on the experimental group subjects in Lovaas’ 1987 study.
Four years following the conclusion of the initial study, the subjects who had received
DTT maintained higher IQ scores than the control group. The experimental group also
scored significantly higher when assessed on adaptive behaviors, meaning they had fewer
maladaptive behaviors than the control group subjects. Moreover, of the students in the
experimental group who were mainstreamed, all but one remained in regular education
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classrooms. None of the control group students had been moved out of special education
classes to less restrictive settings. A retrospective records analysis conducted by Smith,
Eikeseth, Klevstrand, and Lovaas (1997) for children with intellectual disabilities and
autistic features also found that children receiving more than 30 hours per week of
therapy achieved better outcomes than children receiving services less than 10 hours per
week. Both the experimental and comparison group were treated by qualified Lovaas
supervisors and therapists in the home and community. Students in the experimental
group demonstrated significant increases in IQ and expressive language skills compared
to the less-intensive group. Intensive DTT received by the experimental groups in both
studies led to the acquisition and maintenance of socially significant language and
adaptive skills for those students.
The intensive, clinical nature of these studies also brings up questions about the
efficacy of this methodology when implemented with less stringency. Many parents, for
example, begin home programs for their children following the Lovaas model. Studies
examining these programs found there is a wide range of treatment fidelity to the original
model and, therefore, also a wide range of outcomes. (Hayward, Eikeseth, Gall, &
Morgan, 2009; Mudford, Martin, Eikeseth, & Bibby, 2001; Sheinkopf & Siegel, 1998).
The most basic of home programming is for parents to become their child’s
therapist. Smith, Groen, and Wynn (2000) examined the efficacy of parent training
compared to intensive treatment. Participants were matched and then randomly assigned
to either intensive therapy of 30 hours per week or parent training. Both groups used
Lovaas’ methodology. Children in the intensive group worked with four to six therapists
and a supervisor at home. The parent training group received 5 hours of training a week
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for 3 to 9 months, and parents were expected to provide therapy for their child for an
additional 5 hours a week. Children in the parent training group attended school in
special education classes for 10-15 hours a week. While the two groups were matched at
intake, participants in the intensive group demonstrated significant increases over the
parent training group in IQ, visual-spatial, academic, and language skills at follow-up.
The groups did not differ in behavioral or adaptive functioning. The significantly better
outcomes for the intensive treatment group over the parent training group can be
attributed to the therapy they received. One major weakness of the study, however, was
that it failed to measure parent treatment fidelity outside of the training sessions, so no
information is provided on the quality of treatment, if any at all, children were getting at
home.
Beyond parents receiving training to work with their child, they can also start fullfledged programs in their home. Sheinkopf and Siegel (1998) conducted one of the
earliest evaluations of home -based Lovaas DTT in a comparison study with school-based
therapies. In a non-randomized control study, they followed 22 children for 18 to 20
months. The control group received school-based therapy and services (OT and speech),
totaling 11 hours a week. The home-based behavioral therapy group followed the Lovaas
model using a Lovaas treatment manual under the supervision of a behavior therapist and
received school-based therapy and services. The home-based program differed from the
clinic program in several regards, including the lack of trained therapists and supervisors
and the number of hours. While a behavior therapist provided guidance to parents in their
programs, they were not affiliated with the Lovaas program itself. Additionally, therapists
were managed by the parents and, sometimes, were the parents themselves. The program
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was guided by following a Lovaas treatment manual that detailed how to implement
therapy as well as the course of therapy and curriculum. Parents reported that, on
average, their child received 19 hours of DTT a week, in addition to school-based
therapy, totaling 27 hours a week. Based on pre- and post-treatment assessments, the
experimental group gained 25 points in IQ and demonstrated a slight decrease in
symptom severity compared to the control group. These results support DTT as a
successful therapy in contrast to OT and speech therapy only; however, these home-based
DTT programs lacked major components of the clinical model, namely supervision and
number of therapy hours.
Mudford et al. (2001) looked at home programs for 75 children in the United
Kingdom to determine if they were indeed following the Lovaas (1987) model. Using
phone interviews, they collected data regarding the children and their programs, as well
as pre-treatment IQ when available. The home-based programs averaged 32 hours of
therapy a week, with 7% achieving 40 hours. Supervision was highly variable across
programs, with some programs receiving supervision every 2 weeks, once a month or 2
months, and others only twice a year. None of the programs were supervised once a
week, as per the original Lovaas model. The supervisors were also not as qualified as
those at the Lovaas clinic, with only 21% fulfilling Lovaas-level training. This study,
while finding that most of the sample did not meet the standards of the Lovaas model, did
not report outcomes for any of the children.
An investigation by Hayward et al. (2009), following in line with Mudford et al.
(2001), examined child outcomes of home-based programs in the UK. They compared
children receiving clinic-run intensive behavioral therapy from the UK Young Autism
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Project versus children in parent-run home-based programs. Both programs used the
Lovaas model. The clinical group was staffed entirely by Lovaas-trained professionals
who received ongoing training and supervision from the clinic, but treatment was
conducted in the home setting. The home-based group, while supervised by the same
consultants as the clinic group, was staffed by parents and parent-managed therapists who
received training with the consultants. The average hours of therapy for each group were
37 for the clinic group and 34 for the home-based group, which was not significantly
different. Child outcomes also did not differ significantly at intake and post testing. Both
groups showed improvements in IQ, language, and adaptive behavior. On average,
participants in both groups increased 16 points in IQ, 7 months in expressive language,
and 6 points in adaptive behavior on the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scale, all
significant increases from intake scores a year prior. This study posits that home-based
therapy based on the Lovaas model is equally effective as clinic-run programs, but the
authors suggest that supervision by qualified individuals is paramount to program
integrity and treatment fidelity for achieving positive outcomes.
A similar study regarding US home-based Lovaas programs was conducted by
Smith, Buch, and Gamby (2000). Six families participated in this study. Parents recruited
therapists for their home programs in their community. All therapists, who had no prior
experience with DTT, and parents participated in six training workshops on the Lovaas
model presented by a trained supervisor of the program. The trainings were spread over
the first 3 months of treatment, and subsequent 2-hour trainings were held monthly.
Therapists and parents were filmed at 3 weeks and 3 months into treatment to measure
their ability to deliver DTT. Scores for DTT treatment fidelity were high immediately
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after training and increased slightly after 3 months, indicating that therapists were
competent in their delivery of DTT. The participants averaged 26 hours a week of
therapy at home with ongoing consultations and supervision for the first year. They began
to transition to a school setting after that. At baseline, when children were not receiving
any therapy, testing was conducted to measure levels of correct responding in receptive
and expressive language and verbal and nonverbal imitation. After 5 months of treatment,
five of the six participants demonstrated significant gains in receptive language and
verbal and nonverbal imitation. IQ, language abilities, and adaptive functioning were also
measured at baseline and at a 2-to-3-year follow-up. Two participants demonstrated large
increases across all standardized testing, three others had stable scores, while one had
decreased scores. More importantly, at follow-up, five of the participants attended school
with an aide in typically developing classrooms. The last participant ended treatment
after a year and moved into a residential home. Overall, parents reported less stress while
running their home programs than before therapy started. The workload was not
overwhelming, therapy had a positive effect on their family, and they had increased
optimism for their child and confidence in handling their child. Again, the authors
cautioned that the long-term child outcomes may have been impacted by lower treatment
quality. While they maintained high levels of treatment fidelity when measured, overall,
the therapists and parents scored lower on their ability to deliver DTT than clinic-based
therapists. Moreover, it is possible that as therapy progressed, the skill level of parents
and therapists did not progress commensurately, and they failed to teach more complex
skills or promote maintenance or generalization.
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To avoid discrepancies in therapist quality, Sallows and Graupner (2005)
conducted a randomized control study comparing clinic-and parent-run programs using
clinic-trained therapists for both treatment groups. Thirteen children in the clinical group
received 40 hours per week of therapy while 10 children in the parent group received 32
hours per week, the most number of hours for a parent-run programs studied thus far. For
the clinical group, in-home supervision was led by the senior therapist for 6 to 10 hours
per week along with weekly consults from the supervisor. The parent group received 6
hours monthly of in-home supervision with the senior therapist and consultation every 2
months with the supervisor. Assessments were conducted pretreatment and after 4 years
of therapy. No significant differences were found between the two groups for language,
academic, cognitive, social, or adaptive skills. Eleven of the participants, five from the
clinical group and six from the parent group, were considered best-outcome children,
achieving an average IQ of 104 after 4 years of treatment and functioning successfully in
a regular education setting. The other 12 participants had moderate increases in IQ
scores, but were steadily gaining new skills in all target areas. The authors of this study
found that pretreatment variables, such as level of imitation, receptive language, and
social skills, were the best predictors of best outcomes. Unlike previous parent-run
program studies, Sallows and Graupner provided therapists trained to Lovaas standards to
the parent group. The clinic group and parent group, therefore, mainly differed in number
of hours of therapy, which was decided by the parents, and the hours of supervision.
Consequently, the small outcome differences between groups in this study may be
attributed to the quality of treatment provided.
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The need for ongoing consultation and supervision is especially important in
home-based DTT programs if more than just short-term gains are to be made (Hayward et
al., 2009; Sheinkopf and Siegel, 1998; Smith, Buch, et al., 2000). Like home-based,
parent-run programs, schools do not have the controlled environment of a clinical setting,
and the quality of DTT being delivered in schools variable.
Eikeseth, Smith, Jahr, and Eldevik (2002) examined school-based DTT programs
in Norway. They conducted their study in public kindergarten and elementary school
classrooms. One group of students received Lovaas DTT while the comparison group
received an eclectic mix of therapies, including sensory therapy, ABA, and other
individualized curriculum. Therapy was provided in one-to-one sessions in a separate
classroom for an average of 28 hours per week by either a special education teacher or a
trained therapist. When not in one-to-one therapy, students were integrated into a
mainstream classroom with an aide. Teachers in the DTT group were trained and
supervised by qualified Lovaas supervisors. Parents of the students in the DTT group also
came to school 4 hours per week for the first month to work with the child and to receive
training. Both groups held 2-hour consultation meetings with supervisors every other
week for each student. At intake, there were no significant differences between groups
prior. At the 1-year follow-up, the DTT group showed significant gains in IQ, language,
and adaptive behavior compared to the eclectic group. Based on standardized testing, the
DTT group gained 17 points in IQ, 13 points in language comprehension, 23 in
expressive language comprehension, and 11 points in adaptive behavior. In comparison,
the eclectic group only gained 4 points in IQ, no points in adaptive behavior, and scored 1
and 2 points lower in language comprehension and expressive language, respectively.
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While the gains made by the DTT group are not as large as the gains made by Lovaas’
(1987) original participants, this study shows the Lovaas method can be successfully
adapted and implemented in a school setting to produce positive gains in students.
In 2007, Eikeseth, Smith, Jahr, and Eldevik published data from a second followup evaluation on the same group of students conducted almost 3 years after treatment
initiation. In contrast to the first study, many students had reduced hours of therapy, from
28 to 18 for DTT students and 16 for eclectic students. Of the original 13 students in the
DTT group, five no longer needed one-to-one therapy and were fully integrated into a
mainstream classroom with an aide. Only one student in the eclectic group was
integrated. The discrepancy between groups for IQ and adaptive behavior continued to
widen; while the DTT group gained 25 points in IQ and 9 to 20 points in adaptive
behavior, the eclectic group gained only 7 points in IQ and lost 6 to 12 points in adaptive
behavior. The DTT group demonstrated less aggressive and maladaptive behaviors and
was more likely to score in the average range in standardized testing. Eikeseth et al.
(2007) concluded that the majority of gains in IQ and language were made during the
first year of therapy and more social and adaptive skills were developed after the first
year. While the Lovaas model was effectively implemented in schools long-term, there
was little information or data provided regarding the eclectic therapies. Further research
may be needed to clarify how eclectic treatments differ, beside in intensity, from the
Lovaas model.
Another study conducted by Cohen and colleagues (2006) in the United States
compared students receiving school-based DTT to those receiving community-based
services. Students in the experimental group in this study were in a 35-40 hour, school-
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based DTT program following the Lovaas model supervised and staffed by Lovaastrained individuals. The community-based group received a variety of non-DTT services
for children with autism. The experimental group showed significant gains over the
community group in IQ and adaptive behaviors, as well has large increases in language
comprehension. Moreover, 17 of the 21 subjects in the DTT group were mainstreamed
into an inclusion classroom. Six of the mainstreamed students did not require any
additional assistance. In addition to language, imitation, and self-help skills of the
traditional Lovaas curriculum, social and play skills training was systematically
programmed into DTT teaching. The investigators found they were successful in using
DTT to teach students highly complex social behaviors and concepts.
The Lovaas model of DTT has been successfully implemented in clinical, home,
and school settings to produce positive outcomes for many children. However, there are
still weaknesses in this methodology, as illustrated by Cohen et al. (2006). The
programming in that study addressed a main disadvantage of DTT, which is the lack of
generalization to the natural environment. As generalization is often included after the
fact when using traditional DTT, students may fail to generalize skills to new
environments or require greater amounts of teaching (Schreibman et al., 2015). This
study deviated from traditional DTT by scheduling in generalization to community
outings 3 to 5 times a week during the early stages of instruction, and peer play sessions 3
to 5 times a week once the child had gained enough prerequisite skills. Naturalistic
teaching, which incorporates generalization, is another ABA-based therapy that is
successful in teaching children with autism.
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Naturalistic Teaching Strategies
In contrast to DTT, naturalistic teaching strategies (NTS) are child initiated and
child led (NAC, 2009). NTS focus on teaching children functional language and skills in
the natural environment where they will be applied (NAC, 2009; Peterson, 2004;
Schreibman et al., 2015; Vismara & Rogers, 2010). Instruction mimics natural language
development in typical children, where language is varied, and children and adults are
both active participants in the interaction (Hart & Risley, 1975; Koegel, Koegel, &
Carter, 1998; Koegel, O’Dell, & Koegel, 1987). Furthermore, natural language prevents
rote responding, which can occur as a result of massed trials (Vismara & Rogers, 2010).
When adults wait for the child to initiate an interaction, they rely on the child’s
motivation to direct instruction, ensuring that they are teaching the child information and
skills that he naturally contacts and that have value to him, which leads to quicker
acquisition (Jennett, Harris, Delmolino, 2008; Koegel et al., 1998; Peterson, 2004;
Schreibman et al., 2015). Use of natural reinforcers helps the child connect the
consequence of receiving that reinforcer with his words or behavior (Hart & Risley,
1975; Koegel et al., 1998; Peterson, 2004). Problem behaviors occur at lower rates in
naturalistic teaching as the child’s choices and interests are considered (LeBlanc et al.,
2006; McGee et al., 1983; Schreibman et al., 2015; Vismara & Rogers, 2010).
Furthermore, generalization can take place as the child is taught to respond to the variety
of antecedents that occur in natural environments (Schreibman et al., 2015; Peterson,
2004; Vismara & Rogers, 2010).
Naturalistic teaching strategies are derived from a foundation in developmental
science and use behavioral principles in application (Schreibman et al., 2015; Vismara &
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Rogers, 2010; Sundberg, 2016). As such, target skills are selected not only based on the
child’s motivation and natural environment, but also on his or her developmental level.
This ensures that prerequisite skills are taught before targeting more complex skills and
that children are not learning skills that are they are not ready for (Schreibman et al.,
2015; Vismara & Rogers, 2010). Specific NTS include incidental teaching, Natural
Language Paradigm (NLP), Pivotal Response Training (PRT), and natural environment
teaching (NET).
Incidental Teaching. Hart and Risley (1968) demonstrated that incidental
teaching could be used with underprivileged preschool children to teach adjective use.
Observers recorded the number of spontaneous vocalizations with adjective-noun
combinations throughout the school year in group instruction and in free play settings.
Baseline adjective use was very low or, for some students, nonexistent. Children were
taught to label colors during group sessions, which resulted in a slight increase in colornoun vocalizations. The teachers then made access to items during free play contingent
on the use of color-noun vocalizations. This procedure led to a large increase in target
vocalizations. When teachers reverted to noncontingent access to items during free play,
color-noun verbalizations remained high, and many new novel color-noun combinations
were recorded. Spontaneous color-noun vocalizations increased and generalized to novel
form when teachers created an environment where using color-noun combinations was
functional for students.
Other early studies of incidental teaching demonstrated that the methodology,
which relies on prompting expanded language after a child’s initiation, could be extended
to receptive language and reading. McGee and colleagues (1983) successfully taught two
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teenagers with autism in a group home to receptively identify items related to lunch
preparation using incidental teaching. During the participants’ daily lunch preparation,
experimenters presented target items in a field of five as they were relevant to the routine,
asking the teen to give the item. To increase opportunities to respond, they prepared three
different lunches so all items could be represented. Generalization was tested in a one-toone discrete trial format in the dining room. Both participants increased responding from
below 10% at baseline to 70% following incidental teaching. During generalization
probes, they responded at 50% and 60% accuracy. The teaching procedure, embedded
into the daily routine, taught both meal preparation and language. Moreover, the
reinforcing nature of the training, whereby receptive identification of the target item
advanced the lunch sequence, led to quick acquisition and generalization. Both
participants exhibited minimal disruptive behaviors. McGee and associates (1986) also
taught two children with autism to read words using incidental teaching. Both
participants showed slow acquisition in their reading programs. During daily incidental
teaching sessions, teachers presented target toys and a distractor in pairs. Once the child
indicated interest in the target item, they were prompted to give the teacher a word card
with the item label on it, then given access to the item. The field the card was displayed
in was systematically increased until it was in a field of five. Generalization sessions
were conducted after every fifth teaching session. Preferred toys were concealed in
plastic boxes with labels of the items on the front in a field of five on a shelf in the play
area. Each child was asked to find each target item and then given access when they
found the correct item. After the conclusion of incidental teaching, generalization probes
were also conducted using novel fonts and words printed in book form. Both participants
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acquired receptive identification of target words during incidental teaching and
maintained correct responding at 15 and 25 days post-teaching at between 78 and 100%.
During generalization probes in the play area, both participants responded with 95% and
100% accuracy. One participant scored 100% on the probes with novel fonts and in book
format. The other participant also scored high on the probe with new fonts, but low in
book format. This study showed that incidental teaching led to the generalization of
taught skills, receptive identification, to novel response forms, textual responding.
Another advantage of incidental teaching is the ease with which it can be
incorporated into natural play settings to improve social interactions with adults and
peers. McGee and Daly (2007) used incidental teaching with a stimulus fading procedure
to teach children with autism to use social phrases. Three participants learned to use two
social phrases, “All right,” and “You know what?” during play sessions to gain adult
attention and access a desired item. When the child demonstrated interest in a toy the
instructor was playing with, he was prompted to use “all right” in response to a statement
from the instructor for turn taking, and “you know what” to gain the adult’s attention.
Typical peers also participated in the play sessions and were encouraged to use
verbalizations, but no teaching was conducted. During post-intervention, free play
probes, each participant used the target phrases at equal and higher rates than their typical
counterparts. The children generalized these phrases to free play settings and with other
teachers. One child also developed the use of a variety of phrases related to the taught
phrases. Overall language use increased as well for two participants.
Hart and Risley (1975) used incidental teaching with 11 preschool children to use
compound sentences with both teachers and peers. Incidental teaching was used to teach
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the students toy labels, then to use a compound sentence to request those toys. When the
child asked for a toy, the teacher asked “why,” and prompted the child to give a more
complex answer, then allowed access to the item. Once the child mastered compound
sentence use with teachers, the teachers would give the requested item to a peer and tell
the child to ask the peer for it. If the child did not use a compound sentence, he would be
told to say it right, prompted to use a compound sentence if he did not do so
independently, then allowed access to the toy. During the intervention, the frequency of
compound sentence use increased to teachers and doubled to peers. Compound sentence
use also continued after the teaching phase and the child was not required to use them to
access toys. At baseline, the average use of compound sentences across all participants
over an hour was 1.4 to teachers and 1.2 to peers. After teaching, gains were maintained,
with 3.8 sentences to teachers and 4.5 to peers. Sentence analysis also showed that many
of the verbs and noun used in these interactions post-teaching were novel words, and that
more novel words were being used to peers than to teachers.
McGee, Almeida, Sulzer-Azaroff, and Feldman (1992) used peers more actively
during incidental teaching. They trained three typically developing children to implement
incidental teaching procedures for three children with autism. During 5-minute free play
sessions, experimenters worked with a participant and a peer in pairs. When the
participant indicated interest in a toy, the experimenter prompted the peer to implement
an incidental teaching trial and then give access to the toy. The experimenter slowly
faded out of the play session when the peer could correctly prompt the participant, but
stayed within sight to reinforce the peer and the participant for playing nicely. Once the
pair could sustain play, the experimenter faded out of the classroom completely, and the
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classroom teacher was present to monitor play sessions. Sessions were videotaped to be
scored in 10 second intervals. At baseline, participants requested items during 7% of
intervals or less. During the peer teaching phase, it increased to 13 to 35% of intervals.
When the experimenter faded out slightly, responding occurred during 21 to 31% of
intervals. When the experimenter was completely faded out, interactions took place in 9
to 41% of intervals. One child demonstrated maintenance of peer interactions to other
free play sessions. The classroom teacher noted that social acceptance of the children
with autism increased following the incidental teaching procedure, and the peers’
perception of and attitudes towards their peers with autism also improved. The typically
developing children were more interested in their peers with autism once they were
taught a way to communicate that would elicit a response. Incidental teaching led to
language and social gains for the participants with autism and their peer tutors as well.
Comparisons of incidental teaching to DTT also bear positive results for more
naturalistic teaching. McGee and associates (1985) used incidental teaching and DTT to
each teach three boys with autism prepositions. Three pairs of prepositions were taught,
with one preposition of each pair randomly assigned to each intervention. Two preferred
items were then randomly assigned to each preposition. Acquisition probes of five trials
of each preposition were conducted each day. During the probes, teachers presented items
in relation to a box and asked the child, “Where is ___?” Once criterion was met at 80%
for both prepositions in a pair, the next pair was taught and maintenance trials were
conducted for the learned pair. During DTT sessions, the student and teacher sat in an
area with no distractions. Items were presented in relation to a clear plastic box, and the
teacher asked the child, “Where is ___?” Correct responses were reinforced with the
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other preferred item assigned to the preposition. Errors were corrected with verbal
prompts. During incidental teaching, toys were presented on a shelf in the play area in
relation to a box. Once the child showed interest in an item, the teacher asked “Where is
___?” and prompted a verbal response if needed. The child was then given access to the
item, and it was removed after the required number of trials was presented. Verbal
prompts were faded and varied as needed for each child. Generalization probes were also
conducted in a free play sessions in a new setting with a new teacher where all items
were presented. One pair of each preposition used a taught item, and the other of the pair
was presented with a novel item. The students were reinforced with the items if they
correctly used prepositions, and if they erred, teachers prompted the student to simply
mand for the item by name and gave access to it. Data on session length showed the DTT
session were on average 3 minutes shorter at 9 minutes than incidental teaching sessions
at 12 minutes. This was not a significant difference but could be important for clinical
practice as incidental teaching takes longer to carry out. The researchers found no
difference in rate of acquisition or maintenance of prepositions, but generalization was
much greater with incidental teaching. Preposition use in generalization probes was
higher for incidental teaching prepositions, with an average of three for DTT versus
seven for incidental teaching. Likewise, spontaneous use of prepositions and with novel
items was higher for incidental teaching, with generalization occurring across settings,
items, and teachers.
An extension of the above study to teach color labels by Miranda-Linné and
Melin (1992) produced similar results. Using the same methodology, two boys with
autism were taught to label color (red or green) with preferred items. This study also
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conducted home free-play probes once a week during teaching and five times 1 week
after conclusion of teaching. Novel probes were also conducted where the students were
presented with target items in a different color (taught a green ball, novel probe with a
red ball). Session duration was on average 6 minutes long for incidental teaching
sessions, which was significantly longer than DTT sessions, at 3 minutes. Acquisition of
color labels was slower for incidental teaching compared to DTT as well, but retention
was higher. At follow-up probes 1 week after teaching, correct adjective use was 19 for
those taught with incidental teaching and 13 for DTT adjectives. Home free-play probes
were scored for intervals with correct color usage. Both participants showed an increase
in spontaneous color usage for incidental teaching labels and a decrease for DTT labels.
Novel adjective probes also resulted in significantly higher correct usage of incidental
teaching adjectives.
Charlop-Christy and Carpenter (2000) used parents as teachers in comparing
incidental teaching to DTT when teaching young children new phrases. During DTT,
parents found a teaching area at home and conducted one session a day with 10 teaching
trials of a target phrase. In incidental teaching, a target phrase was taught once, during a
natural teaching opportunity. In a modified incidental teaching session, a target phrase
was taught in a natural teaching opportunity, but repeated three times during that teaching
moment. They found that the modified incidental teaching procedure, which combined
naturalistic teaching and multiple opportunities to respond (six opportunities per day),
was most effective in teaching new phrases. Two participants mastered the target phrase
using DTT, but did not generalize outside the teaching area. Only one child learned the
target phrase using incidental teaching, as this condition presented the fewest
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opportunities to respond (one opportunity per day). When using modified incidental
teaching, the participants mastered their target phrases quickly, generalized to new
situations and to other people, and emitted more spontaneous speech. The results from
this study suggest that both a naturalistic setting and more opportunities to respond
contribute to better acquisition and generalization of skills.
These three comparison studies all had one similar vein of results (Charlop Christy & Carpenter, 2000; McGee et al., 1985; Miranda-Linné & Melin, 1992). While
teaching sessions and acquisition were quicker with DTT, targets learned using this
method did not generalize to new settings nor to novel items. On the other hand,
incidental teaching sessions were longer, and acquisition was slower, but led to
spontaneous language use and generalization across settings, items, and people. MirandaLinné and Melin (1992) suggested clinical decisions should be made to use DTT for rapid
acquisition of skills, with incidental teaching being used later to teach generalization and
spontaneous language to maximize learning.
Natural Language Paradigm. The natural language paradigm (NLP) is another
naturalistic language teaching technique. NLP emphasizes the use of motivation to teach
by using a variety of functional and reinforcing child-selected stimuli, rewards correct
responses and attempts with natural reinforcers, and intersperses mastered tasks while
teaching in natural interactions (Koegel et al., 1987; Koegel et al., 1998). Koegel and
associates (1987) described the success of NLP in teaching two nonverbal children with
autism to imitate vocal utterances compared to traditional DTT. During DTT, researchers
delivered successive trials of “Say ___” when holding up a toy and reinforced the
students with conditioned reinforcers such as edibles. During the NLP treatment,
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researchers presented a variety of preferred stimuli and waited for the child to
demonstrate interest in one before picking it up to play with and modeling the desired
verbal response. The stimulus used was changed as the child’s interest changed, and a
variety of vocal models were used. The researchers reinforced attempts and correct
responses with natural reinforcement, the toys being labeled. Total number of utterances
was recorded in 2-hour observations and in 15 minutes of generalization probes in a
nontreatment setting. The participants emitted higher levels of imitation and delayed
echoics under NLP, as well as high rates of spontaneous utterances and some new words
with NLP, while no spontaneous utterances were observed with DTT. With NLP,
generalization occurred outside of the treatment setting with novel adults, and these gains
were all maintained at follow-up 4 months after treatment concluded. An expansion of
this study by Laski et al. (1988) investigated the extent that language could be
generalized if parents used NLP in home settings. Eight parent-child pairs participated in
this study. Parents were taught to use four components of the NLP: reinforcing child
attempts at verbalizations, taking turns with the child, using task variation and multiple
exemplars, and sharing control with the child. Training took place in a clinical setting,
and parents were asked to implement the procedures at home. Parent verbalizations
(modeling language for the child), child verbalizations (imitation of parents or answering
questions), and child echolalia were measured during the study. The researchers found
that parents could reliably implement NLP in the home setting, and that once NLP was
implemented, parent increases in verbalizations during daily routines led to increases in
their children’s rate of verbalizations; collateral decreases in child echolalia was also
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evidenced. By mimicking natural social interactions, NLP was more successful than DTT
in teaching language imitation.
Another study compared the effects of DTT and NLP on play skills in young
children with autism (Bernard-Opitz, Ing, & Yew Kong, 2004). Eight children with
autism received both DTT and NLP therapy for 30 hours a week for 5 weeks. Four
students started with DTT and then switched to NLP, while the other four students
received the two treatments in reverse. Therapists delivering DTT were given a 30-hour
training in the Lovaas method, while the NLP therapists were given a 5-hour training on
NLP, play strategies, behavior management. Parents were also given parent training and
involved in therapy for 10 hours per week. Testing and assessments in autism
symptomology and play skills were conducted prior to and post treatment. All eight
children demonstrated gains in play, communication, and attending skills. For six of the
eight participants, the DTT condition led to an increase in their compliance to teachers
and parents, but compliance decreased for five of eight students during the play
condition. Based on parent reports, DTT was the more preferred method of teaching for
them. Like Miranda-Linné and Melin (1992), the authors of this study suggested that
teaching can be maximized and compliance to instruction improved by combining the use
of both NLP and DTT. In this case, they recommend using NLP first and then DTT to
increase compliance during instruction.
Pivotal Response Training. Out of the NLP, Pivotal Response Training (PRT)
was born. In addition to using the same motivational strategies of NLP, PRT focuses on
teaching “pivotal” behaviors that often lead to the increase of related behaviors (Koegel
et al, 1998; Koegel, Koegel, Harrower, Carter, 1999; Koegel, Koegel, Shoshan,
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McNerney, 1999; Koegel et al., 2002). These pivotal behaviors include responding to
multiple cues and increasing motivation to respond like in NLP, as well as self-initiating
interactions with others (Koegel, Koegel, Harrower, et al., 1999; Koegel, Koegel,
Shoshan, et al., 1999). Koegel, Koegel, Shoshan, and associates (1999) examined the role
of social initiations as a prognosticator of child outcome. Six children, three of whom
were considered to have good outcomes and were in typical, age-appropriate school
settings, and three with poor outcomes in more restricted settings, all had received 4 years
of special education services. The researchers reviewed retrospective pre-intervention
data on language age and self-initiations with adults and videotaped each child postintervention to measure their level of interaction with adults. Independent observers rated
the interactions on a scale of 1 to 9 for how normal the interactions appeared. Viewers
rated the interactions between adults and children with good outcomes as normal during
interactions, with an average score of 8, and the interactions of the children with poor
outcomes as abnormal, with an average score of 2. The review of pre-intervention data
showed that all six children functioned at similar age levels in language and adaptive
behavior, but differed greatly with regards to social initiations. The good outcomes group
averaged 23 initiations in a 10-minute video clip compared to the poor outcome group, in
which two children had no initiations at all. Therefore, the researchers concluded that the
ability to make social initiations could lead to more positive outcomes for children with
autism. In Phase 2 of this study, the researchers focused on teaching children to initiate
interactions with adults and peers. Four children who were rated very inappropriate for
social interactions and had similar language characteristics to the children with poor
outcomes at pre-intervention were taught to make social initiations. Instruction was child
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led, with teachers prompting the students to ask questions, rather than adults asking
questions. Preferred items were placed in opaque bags, and participants were prompted to
ask, “What that?” When the children asked the question, or made an attempt, the bag
was opened and they were given access to the item. Once the children began to initiate,
less preferred and neutral items were rotated in. Other questions such as, “Where is it?”
and “Whose is it?” were also taught to increase the ways the child could begin an
interaction. The participants were videotaped post-intervention and again rated by naïve
viewers on the level of normalcy of their interactions with adults. At post-intervention,
these children demonstrated a large increase in number of initiations (average of 5 to 37)
and they were rated an average of 7.5 for appropriate social interactions compared to 1.75
pre-intervention. All the participants were also placed in regular education programs, and
three of the four had their diagnosis of autism removed.
A similar study by Koegel, Bradshaw, Ashbaugh, and Koegel (2014) used PRT to
teach three children how to initiate asking “Wh” questions using the same procedures
outlined above. They targeted four “Wh” questions (“What is it?” “Where is it?” “Who is
it?” and “What happened?”) and found that participants increased their initiations of the
questions that were taught. Moreover, the participants demonstrated use of novel
questions, gains overall in expressive and receptive language, and collateral
improvements in socialization. The focus of PRT on social initiations as a pivotal
behavior appears to be critical to the positive outcomes for its students.
Besides language and social initiations, PRT procedures have been effective in
teaching play skills. Stahmer (1995) taught children pretend play and turn taking using
PRT. Seven males who had had language skills of at least 2.5 years of age participated in
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this study. The participants were videotaped before, immediately after intervention, and
at follow-up 3 months after intervention to measure rates of pretend play with their
parents, with peers, with experimenters and novel toys, and alone. Teaching took place in
the children’s bedrooms, living rooms, or classrooms. PRT took place three times a week
for 1 hour. The experimenter waited for the child to demonstrate interest in a toy, then
played and modeled different pretend play actions. If the child copied the action, he or
she was reinforced with access to the toy. The toys and actions were varied, and
functional play was also interspersed to keep play fun and varied. The experimenter also
incorporated turn-taking and introduced more complex play as the children began to
respond without prompts. All children demonstrated clinically significant increases in
pretend play, the highest increase when with a therapist, and the lowest with peers. After
PRT, all children could spontaneously perform learned actions during play and take
suggestions for new play actions. They also demonstrated novel actions during 35% of
intervals of play. Six of the seven participants also generalized their new play skills to
novel toys and to play with their parents. The children with autism exhibited pretend play
skills at a similar rate compared to their age-matched peers and were more receptive to
interactions with adults.
Pierce and Schreibman (1995) also used PRT to teach two 10-year-olds complex
play and social interactions with peers. Instead of parents or clinicians, peers were trained
to implement PRT, including modeling social behavior, reinforcing responses and
attempts, encouraging interactions, narrating play, and turn taking. They implemented
these procedures in the classroom environment with the participants to teach responding
to social interactions, initiations of conversation and play, parallel and joint play, and
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joint attention skills. Generalization probes were also conducted at school with novel toys
and peers who had not been trained in PRT. Post-intervention, the participants increased
their levels of conversation and play initiations, overall language use, as well as joint
attention to their peers. Both participants generalized language and narrative play skills to
novel toys, but had more difficulty during generalization probes with novel peers. One
participant attempted many initiations with the novel peer, but the peer failed to respond
to the child. The results of this study are significant because peers can efficiently be
taught to implement PRT and be effective instructors in a typical social environment for
children with autism. Peers with no training may not know how to interact with or
respond appropriately to their peers with autism; a simple training conducted for typical
peers could exponentially increase learning opportunities for a child with autism.
Another important aspect of PRT is the reliance on parents and other caregivers in
the child’s natural environment as therapists. By having these caregivers be primary
deliverers of PRT, instruction can be embedded in everyday routines to maximize
learning (Koegel, Koegel, Harrower, et al., 1999; Koegel et al., 2002). Koegel and
colleagues (2002) taught parents to implement PRT during everyday activities in the
home and in the community and found that these children increased in verbal production,
intelligibility, and variability of vocalizations during intervention and follow up. This
study also demonstrated that parents could be taught to implement PRT reliably and
maintain these skills to implement instruction with their child, even when they live far
away from clinics and other resources. A more recent study (Steiner, Gengoux, Klin, &
Chawarska, 2013) trained parents of children with autism to implement PRT to infant
siblings at high risk for autism. The infant siblings all demonstrated delays in language
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and decreased levels of communication. Immediately following parent implementation of
PRT, functional communication in the form of eye contact, gestures, and vocalizations,
increased for all participants. Parents could reliably implement PRT on their own
following training and reported high levels of satisfaction with the procedures and the
results of PRT. Naturalistic strategies are highly suited for use during daily routines, and
the results from these two studies confirm that parents can be a valuable resource for
intervention.
Moreover, parents using PRT experienced less family stress compared to using
DTT. Koegel and associates (1996) assessed parent affect during interactions with their
child following parent training in PRT strategies. Parent happiness, interest, stress, and
communication style were rated using a 6-point scale for seven parents by outside
observers reviewing videos of parent-child interactions. The 6-point scale was divided
into three categories of interaction style: negative, neutral, and positive. Baseline data
revealed that parent-child interactions fell within neutral scores for all four measures of
affect. Post-training, parent ratings all significantly increased to the positive range.
Koegel et al. (2002) also used the same parent affect scale to measure parent outcomes
for their geographically distant families following PRT training. Parent affect was rated
as negative to neutral during baseline across the participants, but increased as a result of
intervention. At follow-up 3 to 12 months later, all participants’ affect were rated as
positive for all measures. The authors suggest that the findings from their study can be
extended by examining parental satisfaction directly in lieu of using observer ratings.
Findings from these two studies suggest that naturalistic interventions can help to
decrease parent stress and increase positivity in parent-child interactions.
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Natural environment teaching (NET) also encompasses the core of the natural
language paradigm and other naturalistic teaching strategies where instruction revolves
around the child’s interests, capitalizes on motivational strategies, emphasizes responding
to a variety of natural stimuli and cues, and is reinforced by natural consequences. NET
adds to these other methods by teaching language based on Skinner’s analysis of verbal
behavior (Sundberg & Partington, 1999).
Verbal Behavior
In 1948, Skinner published Verbal Behavior, where he identified and described
the function and controlling variables of language. Although the word language
immediately suggests vocal speech, Skinner (1948) noted that verbal behavior is simply
“behavior which is reinforced through the mediation of another organism” (p. 20).
Language is behavior and subject to all variables that control behavior. Verbal behavior
need not be vocal behavior: gestures, crying, writing, and other forms of non-vocal
communication can be verbal behavior if they achieve an interaction with another. More
important than the modality of communication, Skinner argued, was the function of said
communication, where speakers can affect the behavior of listeners with their verbal
behavior. He defined six basic verbal operants, each of which is controlled by specific
antecedents in the environment and result in unique consequences.
A mand is a verbal operant that is controlled by establishing operations (EO) and
consequated by specific reinforcement (Cooper et al., 2007; Sundberg & Partington,
1999). This is a way for a speaker to express his wants and needs to a listener. A tact is
verbal behavior that is controlled by the presence of stimuli in the environment and is
reinforced by generalized reinforcement (Cooper et al., 1997). A speaker tacts or labels
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what he sees in his surroundings and is reinforced by the listener with praise or attention
or another form of reinforcement. An echoic is verbal behavior that has point-to-point
correspondence and formal similarity with the verbal stimulus of another and is
reinforced by generalized reinforcement (Cooper et al., 2007). A speaker repeats,
imitates, or copies the verbal behavior of another. Echoic behavior can have different
forms, such as copying written text identically or completing the same motor action in
sign language. An intraverbal is verbal behavior that does not have point-to-point
correspondence with the verbal stimulus that evoked it (Cooper et al., 2007). A speaker
responds to a verbal stimulus from another with a response that does not match what he
heard and is reinforced by generalized reinforcement. Textual responding is verbal
behavior that has point-to-point correspondence but not formal similarity to its verbal
stimulus (Cooper et al., 2007). The speaker is reading the text upon seeing words and is
reinforced by generalized reinforcement. Transcription is verbal behavior where a vocal
verbal stimulus is written or typed (Cooper et al., 2007). A listener writes or spells what
he hears and is reinforced by generalized reinforcement.
Linguistic Differences. The use of Skinner’s analysis of verbal behavior differs
from how traditional discrete trial teaching approaches language. DTT emphasizes the
psycholinguistic model of language, where receptive and expressive language are
separate repertoires of language, and does not teach language in context or with regard to
function (Carr & Firth, 2005; Esch et al., 2013, Sundberg, 2016; Williams & Greer,
1993). On the other hand, teaching language following Skinner’s analysis of language
ensures that the child has acquired language that is contextual and functional and is more
efficient than the DTT approach to language (Bondy et al., 2010; Esch et al., 2013;
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Schreibman et al., 2015; Sundberg, 2016; Sundberg & Michael, 2001; Tang and Weir,
2013; Williams & Greer, 1993).
Williams and Greer (1993) taught three adolescents with developmental
disabilities who had limited communication using a traditional linguistic curriculum and
a verbal behavior curriculum. The traditional curriculum consisted of four parts. Part 1
taught labeling novel items in response to the SD “what’s that?” and subsequent parts
taught progressively more complex language, moving from labeling actions, people, and
objects to possessives and adjectives, then to prepositions and object relationships. The
verbal behavior curriculum began by teaching echoics of novel labels. Once that was
mastered, labels were transferred to mands, tacts, or autoclitic responses. Labels of highly
motivating items were assigned to mands, neutral items to tacts, and words that modified
mands or tacts to autoclitics. Using a BABA reversal design (B for verbal behavior and A
for traditional language), instruction of both curricula was conducted using the three-term
contingency, and rates of correct responding were similar across curricula. Nevertheless,
all participants, acquired more new words using the verbal behavior curriculum. Data
were also collected on the total number of trained words emitted, either in direct response
to a teaching trial or incidentally. Two times as many words were emitted by all
participants from the verbal behavior phases than from the traditional language phases.
Students also used words trained in the previous verbal behavior phase at much higher
rates than words previously taught in the traditional language phase—during the last A
phase, for example, one student emitted 135 words from the verbal behavior phase versus
two from the language phase. Not only did the student learn more words from the verbal
behavior curriculum, but they were maintained and generalized, whereas the traditional
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language curriculum targets did not. The researchers found that in the traditional
linguistic model, students were dependent on instructor S D to label or request, while in
the verbal behavior curriculum, the objects acquired stimulus control and evoked mands
and tacts without verbal antecedents, allowing for quicker acquisition, maintenance, and
generalization.
Beginning Language Instruction. In infants, crying, which usually results in a
parent response, is shaped by behavior-consequence relations into a mand (Drash, High,
& Tudor, 1999; Sundberg, 2016). When infants begin to emit sounds, those are
reinforced by social praise and delivery of items for which the sounds may be
approximations, thereby shaping sounds to become words (Drash et al., 1999). When
typical children begin to talk, they emit mands because they know it allows them to
access reinforcers through others (Albert, Carbone, Murray, Hagerty, & SweeneyKerwin, 2012; Esch et al., 2013; Jennett et al, 2008; Johnson, Kohler, & Ross, 2017;
Sundberg, 2016). Accordingly, this is also a good place to start to teach language to
children with autism; when a child can mand to access desired items, it instills the value
of communicating with language and leads to more spontaneous language (Albert et al.,
2012; Jennet et al., 2008; Sundberg, 2016).
The mand is evoked by one’s motivation (MO, [Cooper et al., 2007; Jennett et al.,
2008]). Using the child’s own interests and motivation to guide his language
development ensures instruction will be fun and reduce rates of problem behavior
(Schreibman et al., 2015; Sundberg & Michael, 2001). Also, instructors can capitalize on
a child’s MO to teach many other skills (Sundberg, 2016; Sundberg & Michael, 2001;
Sundberg & Partingon, 1999; Weiss & Zane, 2010). A child who is highly motivated to
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play with farm animals can easily be taught to mand for the animals and then related
skills like saying animal sounds (intraverbals) or labeling the animals’ body parts (tacts).
Discrete trial teaching’s approach to teaching requests does not take into
consideration child choice, whereas verbal behavior teaches manding based on a child’s
MO (Weiss, 2001). Jennett and colleagues (2008) compared mand instruction using a
DTT and a VB approach. They conducted preference assessments to determine what
items were reinforcing to each participant. During DTT, the teacher presented these items
in random order to the child. While all items were preferred items, participants showed
little motivation to request during teaching sessions and more problem behaviors during
these sessions when they were presented items they did not want or when items they
desired were not presented. During mand training, the instructor waited for the child to
initiate by showing interest in an item before implementing a teaching trial. The child
could request for the item as frequently as he desired. They found that subjects acquired
more new requests faster and could use them more independently. Fewer problem
behaviors were observed as well, since subjects could engage in preferred items for as
long as they were motivated and were not made to engage with undesired items. Parents
also reported an increase in requesting at home using requests learned through mand
training. Compared to DTT, the more naturalistic mand training lead to faster acquisition,
fewer problems behaviors, and greater generalization of requests. Because DTT is adult
initiated and led, it is more likely to lead to escape and problem behaviors in students
(Schreibman et al., 2015).
A replication of this study by King (2015) found similar results. All participants
acquired more new mands at a higher rate of acquisition, generalization, and maintenance
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with mand training than DTT. Moreover, this study measured participant, caregiver, and
therapist preference for each teaching procedure. One participant clearly demonstrated a
preference for mand training, while one preferred the baseline condition; none preferred
DTT. Caregivers were more satisfied with their children’s ability to request and the
feasibility of mand training than DTT. Therapists also favored mand training for its
feasibility and effectiveness, its enjoyment in implementing, and were more likely to
recommend it over DTT. Mand training was more efficient, effective, and favorable by
capturing participants’ MO for the training materials, rather than teaching them to
respond to the SD “What do you want?”
Waiting for a child to demonstrate a MO and then initiating a teaching trial is one
way to teach manding; there are also many other ways to manipulate MO in order to
teach mands. Albert and associates (2012) taught manding using an interrupted chain.
Participants were taught to complete a routine, and items needed for the routine were
withheld, creating a situation where the participants were motivated to mand for items
that were previously neutral in order to finish their task. Shillingsburg, Bowen, and
Valentino (2014) taught children to request for information by using a time-delay echoic
procedure by asking them to complete new tasks during preferred activities. The
participants were motivated to ask “How?” in order to do the activity. Sundberg, Loeb,
Hale, and Eigenheer (2002) contrived situations to teach asking “where” and “who”
questions by putting preferred items in different containers or giving them to different
people. The participants were motivated to ask where the item was or who had the item
they were looking for. Once MO is established, other methods can also be used to teach
mands. Ingvarsson and Hollobaugh (2010) used echoic modeling to teach children to
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mand for information using the phrase, “I don’t know, please tell me” in order to get
answers to unknown questions. Shillingsburg, Gayman, and Walton (2016) used textual
prompts to teach manding for information using “who” to retrieve a missing item.
Once manding is established, MO can be used to facilitate other language skills.
As Arntzen and Almas (2002) found, a mand-to-tact teaching procedure can to faster
acquisition of tacts than a tact-only teaching method. The investigators hid objects or
pieces required to complete a photo book or puzzle, creating an MO for the participants
to mand for the object. Once they requested the item, the investigator presented a tact
teaching trial, asking, “What is this?” During the tact-only teaching phase, investigators
presented only DDT trials of tacts. The number of trials to criterion was significantly
lower for the mand-tact procedure than tact-only phase.
Instruction in other operants can also enable mand acquisition. Greenberg, Tsang,
and Yip (2014) used an intensive tact instruction protocol to teach tacts to participants,
which resulted in a significant increase in novel tacting in non-instructional settings. The
protocol also increased manding in these children, demonstrating that tacting can also
facilitate manding.
Functional Independence. Another characteristic of language ignored by DTT is
the functional independence of each verbal operant (Carr & Firth, 2005; Esch et al., 2013,
Sundberg, 2016; Williams & Greer, 1993). As each operant is controlled by its own set of
antecedent conditions, they are all functionally independent of each other (Carr & Firth,
2005; Miguel, Petursdottir, & Carr, 2005; Sundberg & Michael, 2001; Sundberg, 2016).
The same word emitted under different antecedent conditions serve different functions:
the word “book” means different things when a child saying it wants to read a book
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(mand), or when he simply sees a book (tact), or when he hears another say, “This is what
we read” (intraverbal). Oftentimes, children with autism can emit a word in one function
but not others, and the traditional definition of expressive language fails to distinguish the
nuances of the word’s “meaning” to the child (Sundberg, 2016). While stimulus control
for language can sometimes transfer across operants, specific programming may have to
be implemented to ensure generalization when it does not occur spontaneously (Finn,
Miguel, Ahern, 2012; Kelley, Shillingsburg, Castrol, Adison, & LaRue, 2007;
Petursdottir, Carr, Michael, 2005).
Lamarre and Holland (1985) published the earliest study to demonstrate function
independence. Nine typically developing children between 3 and 5 years old were taught
to mand or tact prepositional phrases, “on the right” and “on the left.” For manding, the
child acted like a teacher and requested for the experimenter to place an item “on the
right” or “on the left” of another object, reinforcing the experimenter for correct and
incorrect responses. For tacting, the participants were taught to label the location of an
object relative to another (always either on the left or right). Probes were conducted
concurrently with training to determine if generalization to the untrained operant was
occurring. After each participant met criterion for manding and tacting, a reversal was
implemented where they were taught that left was right and vice versa (i.e. manding “on
the left” resulted in the experimenter placing an item on the right side). Again, probes
tested for the emergence of this new reversed tact or mand in the untrained operant. Of
the four participants who learned mands first, three could not tact the same phrases and
had to be taught specifically. During the reversal phase, they also could not tact the newly
trained reverse mands. The fourth participant demonstrated transfer of mands to tacts
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during his last generalization test and then demonstrated transfer of reverse mands to
tacts. Of those participants who learned to tact first, none could mand until they were
provided with specific mand training. During the reversal teaching, only two could emit
the reverse tacts as mands. Of the nine participants, only one child demonstrated
generalization of manding responses in the tact repertoire, while the majority of the
subjects maintained functional independence between mands and tacts. Two limitations
to this study, however, are the abstract concept used for teaching and the questionable
nature of the mands being taught. Preposition labels are a later language concept, which
may be harder to grasp and, therefore, generalize. Moreover, as the teaching procedure
for mands was a contrived scenario for the child to instruct the experimenter, it is unclear
whether the correct motivational conditions were present for the participants to acquire
the responses as mands (Petursdottir et al., 2005).
Follow-up studies regarding functional independence of mands and other operants
using more concrete concepts have found a greater level of variation for operant
generalization among participants. Petursdottir and associates (2005) used pieces of
assembly tasks to teach mands and tacts to five typically developing children. They were
each taught to complete two tasks, assembling a cube and a puzzle consisting of four
separate pieces. Each piece was then assigned a nonsense word as its name, and
participants were taught to mand and tact these items. During tact training, DTT was used
to teach the labels of each piece of one task. During mand training, the child was asked to
complete the task and only given three pieces, requiring him to mand for the last piece.
Probes for the emergence of the untrained tact or mand response were conducted after
each training phase was mastered. Training was implemented for the untrained operant if
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responding did not emerge. Half the participants were taught to mand first, then tact,
while the other half learned tacts first, then mands. Across participants, there was some
spontaneous transfer of skills across operants. Mand training led to tact acquisition for
four participants without direct teaching. Tact training resulted in more variable
generalization: two participants never transferring learned tacts to mands, one needed
repeated probes before manding emerged, and two emitted tacts as mands variably, but
never at mastery level. Overall, the average number of tacts emitted increased following
mand training. The authors posit that self-echoics, which were observed during manding
after the participants gained access to the requested object and never during tact training,
reinforced the label of the item and increased tact acquisition. Although fewer mands
emerged from tacts, the rate of tact-to-mand transfer was higher for older participants,
which may signal that generalization of tacts to mands may be easier later in
development.
An extension of this study by Finn et al. (2012) found three out of four
participants exhibited transfer between mands and tacts regardless of which operant was
taught first. These participants had a history of multiple exemplar instruction in manding
and tacting that may have facilitated independent emergence between operants. The one
participant who only demonstrated emergence of tacts from mands but not vice versa also
had the most deficits in his verbal repertoires. It was also noted that highly preferred
reinforcement was used during teaching and probe and maintenance trials, which was not
the case in other mand and tact studies, and could have motivated learners.
Kelley and collaborators (2007) broadened this line of study to children with
disabilities, also finding inconsistent generalization of tacts and mands. Three boys with
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developmental disabilities, two aged 3 and one aged 10, participated in this study. They
were taught to mand and tact highly preferred items that they could not label or request.
During mand and tact training, the researchers used a zero-second time delay echoic
prompt to teach the new words. During mand training, if the child correctly repeated the
prompt, and later, independently requested, he was given access to the item. During tact
training, the child was given another preferred item. No more than 10 trials were
presented in any training session, and they concluded before 10 trials if the child emitted
three independent responses or after a prompted trial following an incorrect response.
Once mastery was achieved for each target, generalization probes were conducted.
Mastery criterion was 80% correct across three sessions. Teaching for the untrained
operant was implemented if spontaneous transfer had not occurred. For the 10-year-old
participant, who was taught three tacts and five mands, one mand and two tacts
independently emerged to the untrained operant. The younger participants were both
taught two mands and two tacts. For one, two tacts and one mand generalized, and for the
other, two mands and no tacts transferred. Again, generalization as variable across
participants. The older participant found it easier to generalize tacts to mands, while the
younger participants did so with mand to tacts.
Another operant of interest in functional independence studies is the intraverbal.
Miguel and associates (2005) investigated the emergence of intraverbals following tact
and receptive identification instruction. Six typically developing children were presented
with pictures from three different categories (instruments, kitchen items, and tools). First,
they were taught the label of the item, then the label of the item’s category. During
receptive identification instruction, pictures of the target items were placed in a field of
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three with two distractors, and the child was taught to give the instructor the target item.
After mastery of each item in a category, the child was then taught to give items when
given the category name. During tact instruction, the labels of each item was first taught
using echoics, then the child was taught to label each item with its name and category
(e.g. “It’s a guitar and an instrument”). Instruction was conducted in 10- or 20-trial
blocks, and mastery was 100% across three sessions. Probes for intraverbal
generalization were conducted after mastery of the tact and receptive instruction phases.
Intraverbal instruction was also implemented if responding did not spontaneous emerge,
where the participants taught to name as many items in a category as possible using both
tact and echoic prompts. For four of the six participants, receptive and tact instruction had
little effect on intraverbal responding. Two participants showed immediate emergence of
intraverbals following training, but these responses did not maintain. Once intraverbal
training was implemented, all participants emitted more intraverbal responses, including
some novel items. This study supports the functional independence of intraverbals from
tacts and receptive language. However, researchers found that those who received
receptive instruction first required fewer trials to meet criterion during tact training than
those who received tact training first, suggesting receptive instruction could facilitate the
acquisition of tacts.
Language building. The results from the above studies support the idea of
functional independence, but also suggest emergence of untaught operants from existing
language is possible, depending on each child. The need to evaluate each child
individually for his or her current repertoires and to determine how each child learns best
(i.e. whether and how operants transfer) is essential to programming (Kelly et al. 2007;
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Petursdottir et al., 2005). Moreover, typical language is often untrained; that is, new
language skills emerge from or build upon existing language (Sundberg, 2016). Transfer
of stimulus control is a procedure whereby behavior that was previously controlled by
one SD is shifted so that a new SD acquires control (Bloh, 2008; Cooper et al., 2007).
Consequently, many studies regarding verbal behavior have evaluated how skills and
operants that are in repertoire can be used to facilitate the acquisition of new skills and
operants.
The echoic repertoire is an important operant that can be overlooked. Once a child
can echo adult words, it can facilitate prompting of more complex language (Esch, Carr,
& Grow, 2009; Johnson et al., 2017). While some children with autism can emit many
vocalizations and repeat vocal stimuli, those who cannot must be taught to do so ([or in
the case of nonvocal children, to imitate gestures], Esch et al., 2009; Johnson et al., 2016;
Rader et al., 2014). Sundberg, Michael, Partington, and Sundberg (1996) first used a
stimulus-stimulus pairing (SSP) procedure, where a highly reinforcing item is paired with
a target behavior, in this case, a vocalization, to increase vocal responses in four children
with language delays and one typically developing child. All participants emitted the
target vocalizations following SSP and acquired new vocal responses as well. This
procedure can be used to increase vocalizations that can then be shaped into more
complex sounds or words.
Using SSP with children with autism, Miguel, Carr, and Michael (2001) found
that the pairing procedure increased vocalizations for two of three participants compared
to control conditions where reinforcers were delivered 20 seconds after the vocal
stimulus. Carroll and Klatt (2008) also found SSP to be effective in training and
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maintaining a target sound for one of their two participants. Once this child could reliably
emit the target sound, the researchers utilized a direct reinforcement procedure to bring
the vocalizations under echoic control. The instructor presented the S D, “Say __” and
delivered a reinforcer if the child echoed within 5 seconds. This teaching procedure
resulted in the target sound, plus 12 untrained sounds, coming under echoic control. This
study demonstrated that SSP could successfully increase vocalizations, which were then
brought under echoic control using direct teaching procedures.
Esch and collaborators (2009) conducted a study using a modified SSP procedure
to increase vocalizations and echoics in children with speech delay. This modified
procedure first gains the attention of the child prior to delivery of the item and
vocalization using “look” as well as presents both target and non-target vocalizations in
order to increase the salience of the target vocalization. The non-target vocalizations are
interspersed with target sounds but no reinforcers are delivered. Results varied across the
three participants regarding SSP. While one showed an increase in target vocalizations,
the other two participants demonstrated little or no change. A systematic replication of
this SSP procedure by Rader et al. (2014) found that the procedure substantially increased
target vocalizations for two of its three participants. However, this replication did not
continue teaching beyond SSP. Esch et al. (2009) continued instruction after SSP, using
direct reinforcement trials and noncontingent reinforcement trials. The direct
reinforcement of echoics led to vocalization increases in all three participants, which
decreased immediately with noncontingent reinforcement. A return to direct
reinforcement resulted in an increase again in echoic behavior. The lack of nontarget
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vocalizations supports SSP as a method to increase target vocalizations, but points to
direct reinforcement as the best way to train and increase echoics.
Once echoic behavior is established, it can be used to prompt and teach more
complex language. Kodak and Clements (2009) used echoic training to help a 4-year-old
boy with autism acquire mands and tacts. He was selected for the study due to his lack of
functional language. When using mand-only and tact-only training, the participant
emitted low rates of unprompted mands and tacts. A combined training procedure in
which 12 echoic trials of the target mand or tact were delivered prior to doing mand- or
tact-only trials produced significant increases in unprompted responding. Increases for
the two mands were immediate, and criterion was met within five sessions; the increase
for the tact target was more gradual. When the echoic training was removed from
training, responding maintained at high levels, indicating the echoic training helped the
child acquire mand and tact responses.
A study by Bloh (2008) compared a receptive-to-echoic-to-tact and an echoic-totact transfer procedure to see which one led would lead to better tact acquisition. There
were five participants with autism with varying levels of verbal behavior. The researcher
taught three sets of six items, using three items for each transfer procedure. During the
receptive-to-echoic-to-tact procedure, target items were presented in a field of three, and
the participants were instructed to touch the target, which was then picked up and
presented with an echoic trial of “Say __,” followed by asking, “What is this?” for a tact
trial. The echoic-to-tact procedure was the same, without the receptive step. With the
exception of one participant, who did not respond during the study, the other four
participants met criterion for all target tacts. There was no real difference in the two
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procedures, with both resulting in tact acquisition. The two procedures were implemented
in separate sessions, but some effects from receptive instruction may have influenced
echoic training to increase attention to stimuli. The authors posit that depending on an
individual’s learning history, the receptive step could have a larger (or neutral) effect on
the learner attending to stimuli and tacting.
Use of listener behavior and receptive language to promote speaker behaviors is a
phenomenon called naming. Naming is the process whereby speaker and listener
behaviors transfer between each other without direct instruction; learning in a receptive
or listener repertoire can automatically transfer to speaker operants and vice versa (Greer
& Ross, 2008; Kobari-Wright & Miguel, 2014). Greer, Stolfi, and Pistoljevic (2007)
compared the use of multiple exemplar instruction (MEI) and single exemplar instruction
(SEI) for inducing naming in children with autism. During MEI, four different response
topographies were presented and interspersed with each other: matching, receptive
identification, pure tacting (labeling a picture with no verbal stimulus), and impure tacts
(labeling a picture with SD “What is it?”). In SEI, only one instructional topography was
taught at a time using massed trials of 20 trials. Instruction for both conditions continued
until 80% criterion was met for each topography across two sessions. Participants were
taught to match one set of stimuli for baseline, learning a listener behavior, and then
probed for the emergence of the other three responses. If speaker behaviors did not
emerge, a second set of stimuli was taught using MEI or SEI. Once criterion was met, the
first set was again probed for emergence of speaker behaviors. Naming emerged for all
participants following one or two sets of MEI while none receiving SEI had naming.
Once MEI was implemented for these control participants, naming emerged. The naming
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repertoire has large implications for teaching children with autism, as a child with naming
does not need direct instruction in speaker and listener operants for new skills to emerge.
Kobari-Wright and Miguel (2015) also investigated naming using only receptive
instruction. They taught four young children with autism to receptively identify pictures
by categories (vehicles, animals, and clothing) using a progressive time delay procedure
and then tested their ability to match-to-sample a picture of a given category and to tact
by the category label. Three out of the four participants could label categories and match
when given a sample from the category. One participant required additional tact training
of the category label before categorization occurred. The results of this study supported
the findings of the Greer et al. (2007) study, showing that children with naming did not
require direct instruction for tact and matching after receptive instruction.
Establishing robust echoic, receptive, and tact repertoires is paramount for
forming a strong intraverbal repertoire. For many children with autism, the intraverbal
repertoire is harder to acquire than others because the response is evoked by another’s
verbal behavior and does not have point-to-point correspondence with the antecedent
(Sundberg & Sundberg, 2011; Taylor, 2015). Antecedents often contain more complex
information that requires a greater amount of discrimination. A S D of “What do you eat?”
versus “What do you eat with?” requires responding to two different stimuli (eat and eat
with), but the most salient part is still “eat.” Many learners with autism, who have large
receptive and tact repertoires, still only acquire rote responses to intraverbals because
there is no physical stimulus to evoke a response, and they fail to discriminate the details
in the verbal stimulus (Sundberg, 2015; Sundberg & Sundberg, 2011; Taylor, 2015). As
this operant most closely resembles typical social and conversation skills (responding to
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the verbal behavior of others), it is an important skill to teach children with autism
(Miguel et al., 2005; Sundberg & Sundberg, 2011).
Transferring receptive language to intraverbal language can be beneficial because
learners demonstrate comprehension to the verbal stimuli when they make receptive
selections that later emerge as intraverbals (Smith et al., 2016). Studies using receptive
skills to teach emerging intraverbals have been successful. Smith and colleagues (2016)
taught five children with autism to answer six questions receptively, then probed for the
responses intraverbally. After one session at 90% accuracy during receptive training, an
intraverbal probe was conducted. If the participant did not answer with 100% accuracy,
receptive teaching was again implemented. For four of five participants, this initial
training was enough to result in the emergence of five of six responses intraverbally. For
one participant, additional training, using echoic prompts and tact trials, was needed for
intraverbal emergence. Receptive instruction was effective in teaching related intraverbal
behavior. However, one limitation of this study was the questions being used lacked
exemplars required similar discriminations (i.e., only one question was about food, no
other questions required discrimination of other characteristics of food). It is possible that
the participants would not be able to respond appropriately had they needed to make
further distinctions from the verbal stimuli, and is a direction for future research. Still, the
investigators suggest that candidates for receptive-to-intraverbal transfer should be able
to tact and receptively identify all the stimuli used for receptive training, thus enabling
transfer to the new operant.
Taylor (2015) compared receptive and tact training to determine which was more
effective in bringing about intraverbals. Three males with autism with strong tact and
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receptive, but weak intraverbal, repertoires were selected for this study. Two sets of
unknown questions were used, one for each teaching method. In receptive training, target
responses were presented in a field of three, and point prompts were delivered if needed.
Tact training involved showing the target picture for 5 seconds, then providing a verbal
prompt if the student did not emit a tact. Probes for intraverbals were conducted after
mastery, and teaching reimplemented if intraverbals were not present. Receptive training
was more effective at transferring to intraverbals for two of three participants, with
significantly fewer trials to criterion, about two sessions worth, than with tact training.
For the third participant, there was no difference in how many trials resulted in
intraverbal emergence: tact training required 12 fewer trials than receptive training. It
was interesting to note that this participant had the most extensive speaker repertoire of
the three, hence tacts working just as well as receptive prompts.
Tacting alone can also be used to teach new intraverbal behavior. May, Hawkins,
and Dymond (2012) taught children to tact two aspects of pictures and then tested the
emergence of intraverbal responding regarding the learned tacts, finding that the
participants were able to answer questions about the pictures after only learning to label
details of the pictures. Ingvarsson and Hollobaugh (2011) compared tact and echoic
prompts on teaching of intraverbals and found that picture prompts delivered using a
progressive time delay during tact training was more effective at training intraverbals
than echoics delivered using the same method. Responding was also more stable as a
result of tact prompts, but both methods led to intraverbal mastery. However, the
experimenters cautioned a reliance on tact prompts as some intraverbal responses cannot
be prompted with pictures. A 2015 study by Vedora and Conant, therefore, compared
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echoic prompts to either tact or textual prompts. All participants received echoic prompts,
while only one was in the textual prompt condition and two in the tacting condition. Each
participant was taught multiple sets of two questions, one in each condition using
progressive time delay. A maintenance probe was conducted after 2 to 6 months. One
participant acquired intraverbals faster using echoics compared to tacts, while another
transferred to intraverbals from textual prompts faster. Neither method was more
advantageous for the third participant, who required the same number of sessions to
master both sets of questions in both conditions. Responding was maintained for all
participants.
The take-away message from these studies for all verbal operants is that there are
many ways to effectively teach language, but how best to do so is dependent on
individual students, their histories of learning, and their existing strengths and deficits.
Despite this large body of research on the success of using verbal behavior to teach
children with autism language, there is little evidence supporting verbal behavior on the
whole as an approach to instruction (Bondy et al., 2010; Stock et al., 2013).
Verbal Behavior Approach
The verbal behavior approach (VBA) is an ABA-based instructional method that
combines discrete trial teaching (DTT) and natural environment teaching (NET;
[Sundberg, 2016; Sundberg & Partington, 1998]). VBA uses established ABA
instructional tactics like using fast-pace instruction with interspersed tasks, multiple
exemplar instruction, errorless teaching and prompting, and response shaping and
chaining to teach skills and language based on Skinner’s analysis of verbal behavior in
both NET and DTT. Teaching in the NET is characterized by the same tactics as in other
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naturalistic teaching strategies: using the child’s motivation to lead instruction, using
varied and natural language, and using natural reinforcers (Sundberg, 2016; Sundberg
and Partington, 1998). Mand training is emphasized early in learning to develop a
functional mand repertoire, which is continuously expanded, and opportunities to mand
occur frequently throughout instruction (Jennett et al., 2008; Sundberg 2016). Data is
collected, with mastery criterion typically dependent on the first trial of the day rather
than on a correct percentage of all trials presented, and targets are moved to
generalization and incorporated to teach more complex language after mastery
(Sundberg, 2016).
Like any other ABA-based teaching, assessments are used to direct instruction.
Programs using a verbal behavior framework often use one of two assessments, the
Assessment of Basic Learning and Language Skills-Revised (ABLLS-R, [Partington,
2008]) or the Verbal Behavior Milestones Assessment and Placement Program (VBMAPP, [Sundberg, 2014]). Both assessments break down language, play, pre-academic,
social, and adaptive skills as they are acquired by typically developing children to guide
curriculum planning that mirrors typical development (LaFrance & Miguel, 2014;
Partington, 2008; Sundberg, 2016). Moreover, by assessing skills in each verbal operant,
one can determine areas of weakness to develop and areas of strength to use to teach
other skills. The VB-MAPP particularly also includes a barriers assessment to define
problem behaviors that can impede learning, as well as a transition assessment to help
identify the best learning environment for a child (Sundberg, 2014; Sundberg, 2016).
Sundberg and Partington (1998) outlined a basic progression of instruction for a
child first beginning language instruction. Skills are taught first in the NET to ensure the
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child is motivated to learn and to pair the teacher with reinforcement prior to more
structured learning in DTT. Language, primarily mands, is being acquired in the natural
context. NET shifts from mand training to language training and learning in small groups
or learning from peers as the child acquires more language. The emphasis on DTT slowly
increases as well, especially when more academic skills are needed. Regardless of the
weight of either method, practitioners of VBA use teaching in the NET to teach skills in
context and generalized environments.
In a study comparing high and low intensity home-based programs, Reed,
Osborne, and Corness (2007) taught four participants using the Lovaas DTT method and
five participants using VBA. Participants, who were in ongoing therapy, were given a
battery of tests to measure their intellectual, educational, and behavioral functioning.
Follow-up testing was given 10 months later. Analysis between methods showed that the
Lovaas treatment produced bigger intellectual gains than VBA, but similar educational
and adaptive gains were made from both treatments. This study did not specify details of
the treatments in its methodology, so it is unclear what exact protocols were followed
during the study, only that both groups were receiving 20 to 40 hours of therapy per
week.
Another study investigating VBA as a package was conducted by Stock and
associates (2013). They compared the effects of PRT and VBA on student outcomes over
the course of a year. Fourteen students in the VBA group received one-to-one DTT for 3
to 5 hours per week and NET in dyads or small groups for 12 to 20 hours per week in a
preschool setting. Their instructional programming was guided by the ABLLS-R and
supervised by doctoral- and masters-level behavior analysts who trained staff and parents.
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The PRT group of 14 students received 15 hours of one-to-one therapy in play or daily
routines either in home or in a preschool setting. Each child’s instructional team consisted
of the parents, a speech-language pathologist, a psychologist, a senior therapist, and one
other therapist. While both methodologies resulted in gains for all participants in
cognitive function, receptive and expressive language, and adaptive and problem
behaviors, they found that VBA led to higher gains in receptive language and decreases
in problem behavior than did PRT. Parents, who had higher participation in therapy using
PRT, did not report different levels of stress in either methodology.
Clearly, further research is still needed to determine the efficacy of VBA as a
teaching package on child outcomes (Bondy et al., 2010; Carr & Firth, 2005; Sautter &
LeBlanc, 2006; Stock et al., 2013). Ample studies show that DTT and NET, separately,
are effective teaching methodologies for children with autism (Sautter & LeBlanc, 2006;
Sundberg, 2016). The literature also supports use of Skinner’s (1948) analysis of verbal
behavior as a framework for teaching language (Sautter & LeBlanc, 2006; Sundberg,
2016). It should follow, then, that an approach combining two successful teaching
methodologies would also be effective. Yet, few studies have been published thus far to
investigate VBA as a package. The purpose of this dissertation will be to compare the
efficacy of VBA and traditional DTT on the language outcomes of young children with
autism.
Research Questions
1. What are the differential effects of Lovaas’ DTT and VBA on the acquisition
of mands in young children with autism?
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2. What are the differential effects of Lovaas’ DTT and VBA on the acquisition
of expressive and receptive language skills in young children with autism?
3. What are the differential effects of Lovaas’ DTT and VBA on the
generalization of skills to novel settings in young children with autism?
4. What are the differential effects of Lovaas’ DTT and VBA on the maintenance
of skills in young children with autism?
5. What are the differential effects of Lovaas’ DTT and VBA on the rate of
problem behaviors in young children with autism?
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Participants
Two boys with autism participated in this study. The first participant, MM, was 5
years 6 months at the time of the study. MM was verbal and able to communicate basic
wants and needs with the aid of static visual boards by pointing and vocally requesting,
though he was still expanding these skills. He could follow simple one-step routine
directions and had an expanding receptive identification repertoire for common objects,
pictures, actions, and people. He also had an emerging expressive repertoire, learning to
expressively identify many items in his receptive repertoire. He was beginning to learn
intraverbal skills and could complete some fill-ins and answer basic personal information
questions about his family. MM was learning to play with toys appropriately to complete
different actions with the item and needed prompting and redirection to do so.
The second participant, SR, was 6 years and 2 months at the time of the study. SR
was verbal and could vocally request, greet, and comment. He could follow two-step
directions and approach known adults to complete actions or retrieve items. He had a
large receptive language repertoire, including identification of a large variety of objects
and pictures by feature, function, and class; adjectives; actions; items by multiple
characteristics; and pronouns. Expressively, SR’s repertoire included labeling objects and
pictures by function and features, associated items, and adjectives. He used full sentences
with carrier phrases when labeling and could use known adjectives to describe objects.
He could complete intraverbal fill-ins, answer personal information questions, and
answer questions regarding functions of items. He was expanding his intraverbal
repertoire by answering questions about items and activities in his environment. SR was
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developing independent play skills by learning to complete a variety of leisure activities
and exceled at close-ended activities such as puzzles and reading books. He was working
on learning new play schemas with toy items and manipulating them as intended.
Both students received related services during their school day: daily individual
speech therapy daily for 45-minute sessions as well as individual occupational therapy
four times a week for 45 minutes.
Setting
The setting was a private school for children with autism in a major metropolitan
city. The school utilized the core principles of ABA and was an intensive, all-day, one-toone program. Classrooms were arranged based on age and function to create a group that
was similar in chronological and developmental age. MM was in a classroom with two
other students, and SR was in a room with four other students. In addition to one-to-one
instruction, small group instruction took place multiple times a day.
Instruction during the study took place in the participants’ classrooms. Both MM
and SR had designated instructional areas with a square, child-sized desk and two chairs
facing each other, one for the teacher and one for the student. Their instructional areas
were separated by using bookshelves as dividers from their peers. DTT for both
interventions took place at MM and SR’s instructional areas.
Both classrooms had a square 6 ft (1.83m2) carpeted area partitioned off with
bookshelves filled with toys for play, and three horseshoe tables were spread throughout
each room for group instruction, leisure and play activities, and snack time. NET sessions
took place in the play areas and the horseshoe tables for both participants.
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Instruments
Assessment. Participants’ ongoing curriculum and IEP were based on the results
from their ABLLS-R, which was conducted when they were enrolled at school and
updated every 6 months thereafter. The ABLLS-R is a criterion-based assessment for 25
domains regarding basic language skills, social skills, early academic skills, as well as
self-help and motor skills. Within each domain, a variety of skills are listed, and for each
skill, specific criteria are set for mastery. MM was last evaluated in September 2017, and
SR in June 2017. Based on areas of need in each participant’s current IEP and
curriculum, one instructional program was selected from each of the following language
domains for each participant: manding, receptive language, tacting, and intraverbal. Table
1 below summarizes each participant’s ABLLS-R skill level in each domain of interest
for the study prior to the start of the study.
Table 1
ABLLS-R Skill Level of Participants
Language Domain
Receptive Language
Manding
Tact
Intraverbal

MM
13/178
1/74
8/152
7/184

SR
111/178
37/74
57/152
17/184

Note. The first number is the number of skills MM and SR had in repertoire during their last ABLLS-R
assessment prior to the study. The second number is the total number of skills within each domain.

A multiple-stimulus without replacement preference assessment ([MSWO], Carr,
Nicolson, & Higbee, 2000; DeLeon & Iwata, 1996) was conducted using novel
reinforcers to determine manding targets. MSWO is an efficient preference assessment
procedure that can be quickly conducted during regular instructional sessions as there is
no replacement of selected stimuli, and it reports preference similarly to other longer
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assessments with stimuli replacement or paired-assessments (Carr et al., 2000; DeLeon &
Iwata, 1996).
An array of 10 new toys was presented to each student. A SD was given to the
child to select one item. Attempts to reach for multiple items were blocked, and the S D represented. Once he made a choice, he was allowed to engage with it for 10 seconds. The
remaining items were rearranged, and the SD re-presented. This procedure continued until
all items were chosen or the child made no selection within 30 seconds of the S D.
This preference assessment was implemented three times. The average rank
across all three assessments for each item was calculated by dividing the total number
rank an item was selected by the number of times it was presented. For items that were
not selected in all three assessments, a ranking of 10 was assigned during calculations,
such that an item that was selected during the first two assessment only would rank 3, 5,
and 10, and the total of those ranks would be divided by 3. Items number 1 and 4 and
numbers 2 and 3 were paired off, and then one item from each pair was randomly
assigned to either the Lovaas’ DTT or VBA treatment.
Probes were conducted for each instructional program to compile a list of targets
for each program. Target skills were brainstormed for each participant such that the
targets fit into the scope of their IEP goals, were functional, and could be contrived in the
NET. During probes, a SD was presented to the child. Following presentation of the
directive, the participant was given 5 seconds to respond. A plus (+) was recorded if the
child emitted a correct response or a minus (-) if the child emitted no response or an
incorrect response. No correction or reinforcement was provided. Each target was
presented three times. A target was considered not in the child’s repertoire, and included
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in the study, if the child’s response was incorrect or he had no response for at least two
out of the three probes.
Probes were conducted until four targets were identified for each program. For
SR, eight targets were selected for tacting as rote responding during tact programs had
been a problem in the past. Targets were then matched within programs for difficulty
(e.g., number of syllables), such that there were two pairs of targets for each program.
The targets in each pair were then randomly assigned to either the Lovaas’ DTT or VBA
treatment. A list of instructional programs and targets for each participant are
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2
Summary of Instructional Programs and Targets
Language
Domain
Receptive

MM

SR
DTT
ID of objects
(Onion, Dragonfly)

DTT
ID of objects
(Lion, Goat)

VBA
ID of objects
(Plane, Turtle)

VBA
ID of objects
(Moth,
Grasshopper)

Express

Labels item
(Giraffe, Ice
cream truck)

Labels item (Police
car, Fire truck)

Labels Class of
item:
(Vegetable—corn
& carrot, Insect—
ant & caterpillar)

Labels Class of
item:
(Vegetable—
broccoli & potato,
Insect—butterfly &
ladybug)

Intraverbal

Fill in regarding a
fun activity
(Push-car, Crashblocks)

Fill in regarding a
fun activity
(Spin-carousel,
Blow-bubbles)

Answers Where ?
regarding activity
at home or school
(Where do you
wash dishes--sink,
Where do you keep
food cold—
refrigerator)

Answers Where ?
regarding activity
at home or school
(Where do you
cook food—
kitchen, Where do
you heat up
lunch—
microwave)

Manding

Points to item in
static board
(Blocks, Train)

Points to item in
static board
(Animals, Cars)

Mands for missing
item
(Fishing pole in
game, Train)

Mands for missing
item
(Puzzle Piece,
Animals)
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Data Sheets. Two different data sheets were used to gather data on correct and incorrect
responses (Appendix A). The first data sheet, used for the Lovaas’ DTT treatment, listed
each target skill in a table with 10 plus (+) and minus (-) signs following that target. Each
set of plus/minus signs corresponded to one trial. The researcher circled either a plus for a
correct response or a minus for an incorrect or no response. The second data sheet, used
for the VBA treatment, listed each target skill with a large blank beside it. During NET
probes, the researcher recorded either a plus (+) for a correct response or a minus (-) for
an incorrect or no response. Additional spaces beside the target was used to record a plus
(+) or minus (-) sign for subsequent teaching trials during the NET session. This same
data sheet was used in the DTT portion of the VBA treatment. Targets in the DTT phase
were designated with a star next it to preclude teaching in the NET. During a DTT probe,
the researcher recorded either a plus (+) for a correct response or a minus (-) for an
incorrect or no response. Additional space beside the target was used to record a plus (+)
or minus (-) sign for subsequent teaching trials during the DTT session. Additional space
was provided on both sheets to record the total duration of the session, the total number
of problem behaviors collected during the session, and any additional notes on the
session.
Procedures
Design. A single subject, alternating treatment design was used for this study.
Each participant was taught using Lovaas’ DTT and VBA. Targets were randomly
assigned to each intervention. To avoid order effects, prior to the start of instruction each
day of the study, one intervention was randomly selected to be used first for each
participant. The second intervention method was then implemented following at least 15
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minutes after the first intervention concluded. Table 3 summarizes the order in which
each intervention took place for both participants.
Independent variables. Two instructional methods, Lovaas’ discrete trial
teaching and the verbal behavior approach, were implemented in this study.
Table 3
Order of Treatment Delivery for Each Day of the Study
MM

Day
1

Day
2

Day
3

Day
4

Day
5

Day
6

Day
7

Day
8

Day
9

Day
10

Day
11

Day
12

First
Treatment

DTT

VBA

VBA

DTT

DTT

VBA

DTT

VBA

DTT

DTT

VBA

VBA
only

Second
Treatment

VBA

DTT

DTT

VBA

VBA

DTT

VBA

DTT

VBA

VBA

DTT

SR

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Day 8

First
Treatment

VBA

DTT

VBA

VBA

VBA

VBA
only

VBA
only

VBA
only

Second
Treatment

DTT

VBA

DTT

DTT

DTT

Dependent variables. The rate of acquisition of manding and language targets,
defined as the total number of teaching trials and teaching sessions to mastery criterion
for each target, was measured in this study. Problem behaviors were defined for each
participant, and rates of behaviors during instruction were measured.
Materials. Various play activities, toys, and 3D manipulatives were used during
VBA treatment in the NET. During DTT, picture cards and printed pictures, as well as
common three-dimensional objects, were used as dictated by the selected targets for each
participant. During NET, only 3D objects were used during play, and pictures were
incorporated during DTT and generalization in the VBA condition.
Intervention
Baseline. Baseline data were taken on the frequency of problem behaviors across
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3 days during instruction prior to implementation of the treatment methods. The behavior
for MM was hand tensing, defined as tightening and flexing of hands and fingers towards
his body without purpose. The behavior for SR was body tensing, define as tightening
and rigidity of arms, hands, or torso without purpose. Both participants exhibited their
respective behaviors for self-stimulatory and escape functions. Behaviors were reported
as frequency per minute.
For MM, data were also collected for vocal protesting, defined as loud
vocalization such as a scream, and aggression, defined as grabbing or attempting to grab
at the teacher if they occurred and reported as total instances per session. No baseline
data were recorded prior to the start of the study as only their occurrence during the first
session indicated they should be included in the study.
Discrete trial teaching. The traditional methods of DTT were used for this study
(Eikeseth, Smith, & Klintwall, 2014). During Lovaas’ DTT, the student and teacher were
seated in the student’s instructional area face-to-face. To begin a teaching trial, the
teacher gained the child’s attention, and then presented a S D for the target skill. The
student was given 3 seconds to respond. If the student emitted a correct response,
reinforcement was delivered in the form of verbal praise or token reinforcement. If the
student emitted an incorrect response or no response, a correction was provided by
repeating the SD, then stating the correct answer. Data were collected following each trial
as either a plus (+) for a correct response or a minus (-) for an incorrect, prompted, or no
response trial. Following data collection, a second trial was presented until 10 trials of the
target skill were presented in massed trial format. Mastery criterion was set at 80% across
3 consecutive days.
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The student was allowed to trade in tokens for a short reinforcement break up to 3
minutes long as dictated by his token reinforcement system. DTT sessions continued until
10 trials had been implemented for all target skills.
Verbal Behavior Approach. Instruction using VBA included NET and DTT
(Sundberg, 2016; Sundberg & Partington, 1998). During NET, several activities featuring
the target skills were placed in the play area. On the first day when targets were
introduced, errorless teaching was used—each target response was prompted after the
child demonstrated interest in an item or after the S D was presented (Jennett et al., 2008;
Sundberg & Partington, 1998). On subsequent days, probes were conducted instead, and
data were collected on the first presentation of each target for that day.
For manding targets, when the child initiated with an item or activity, it was
withheld for 3 seconds to allow for the child to emit a mand. If no mand was emitted, the
instructor prompted the mand and then required the child to repeat the mand
independently before allowing access. Trials for other verbal operants were delivered in
similar fashion, with the teacher delivering a S D during the play activity when it was
contextually appropriate, giving the student an opportunity to respond, and reinforcing
through the activity or delivering a correction. The correction procedure (Arntzen &
Almas, 2002) consisted of repeating the SD, providing the correct response, having the
student repeat the correct response, then re-presenting the S D again for the child to emit
the correct response independently.
During NET, data were collected with a plus (+) for a correct response or a minus
(-) for an incorrect, prompted, or no response. Correct/incorrect probe data were collected
on the first trial of each target skill each day for mastery criteria. Only targets that were
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incorrect on the initial probe were taught again during the NET session. Subsequent
teaching trials during NET were recorded using plus (+) or minus (-) for each target to
ensure that the targets are being taught during play for an additional five opportunities.
Mastery criterion was set at 3 consecutive days of correct responding during the probe.
In the initial phase of instruction, NET will dominate instructional time
(Sundberg & Partington, 1998). Since teaching in the NET is driven primarily by the
child’s EO and stimuli and reinforcers that may not be available in other contexts, it is
important to ensure that the child can respond in less motivating circumstances (Sundberg
& Partington, 1999). Therefore, once targets are mastered in the NET, they were moved
to DTT. If the child responded correctly the first time a target was presented in DTT, it
was considered mastered and generalized from NET. If the child responded incorrectly
the first time a target was presented in DTT, then teaching took place, and mastery
criterion was 3 consecutive days of correct responding during the probe.
Discrete trial teaching in the VBA treatment consisted of the child and instructor
sitting face-to-face at an instructional table following a NET session. Similar to the DTT
procedure above, the teacher gained the child’s attention and presented a S D. Depending
on the child’s response, the teacher either delivered praise and token reinforcement or a
correction. The correction procedure was the same as that used in NET. Following the
trial for the target skill, one to two mastered skills were interspersed as distractors prior to
the presentation of a different target skill. Data were collected with a plus (+) for a
correct response or a minus (-) for an incorrect, prompted, or no response. Once all target
skills were probed, targets that the student errored on were re-presented using an errorless
teaching procedure. The SD was presented, and the correct response prompted
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immediately. Once the child repeated the response, the teacher re-presented the S D and
allowed the child to respond again. Five teaching trials of each target missed on the probe
were presented throughout the DTT session, with mastered skills interspersed throughout.
Data were collected on these trials by using plus (+) or minus (-) for each target to ensure
that all targets were taught. Reinforcement breaks were provided throughout the session
based on the child’s token reinforcement system.
For MM, two targets in the Lovaas’ DTT intervention showed a declining trend or
no trend for correct responding and were switched over to the VBA methodology.
Behavior data collection. Throughout both Lovaas’ DTT and VBA conditions, a
clicker was used to tally each occurrence of problem behavior as defined for each
participant. A timer was also used to time the total duration of each teaching session.
Total time and clicker date at the end of each session were recorded on the data sheet in
the space provided (Appendix A).
Generalization Probes. During generalization probes, mastered target skills were
each presented once to the child. No corrections or reinforcement were provided for
student responding during probes, but reinforcement was given in the form of praise for
other behaviors. Data were collected on whether the student responded correctly or
incorrectly. Generalization probes were cumulative, such that newly mastered targets
were added to previously mastered targets until all targets had been probed for
generalization at least once. One target (tact of ice cream truck for MM) was not probed
for generalization as it was mastered on the last day of the study prior to a long school
break.
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Targets in the Lovaas’ DTT treatment were probed for generalization the day after
mastery. Targets in the VBA treatment were probed for generalization after mastery in
both NET and DTT. Generalization probes were conducted at the end of teaching
sessions and conducted in the group activity table for both MM and SR. Additionally, SR
did probe sessions in the school library at a square, child-sized table seated perpendicular
to the researcher.
Maintenance. A follow-up probe was conducted 6 weeks following the last
generalization probe session using the same procedures as for the generalization probes.
The probe for MM took place at his instructional table in the classroom and in the school
library for SR.
Reliability measures. Throughout the study, a second teacher, trained in ABA,
observed sessions as the researcher conducted each treatment method. The observer was
naive to the details of the study. That teacher independently scored each response, and
these data were used to calculate trial-by-trial interobserver agreement. The total number
of trials of agreement were divided by the total number of trials and multiplied by 100 for
IOA percentage. IOA data were collected for 40% of Lovaas’ DTT sessions. IOA ranged
between 80% and 100%, with an average of 94%. IOA data were collected for 29% of
NET session. IOA ranged from 80% to 100%, with an average of 93.4%. IOA data were
collected for 35% of VBA DTT sessions and was 100%.
IOA data were also collected for behavior data. It was calculated by taking the
smaller frequency, dividing by the larger frequency, and multiplying by 100. For MM,
data were collected for 31% of sessions. IOA ranged from 85 to 100% for tensing, with
an average of 91.5%. IOA ranged from 50 to 100% for aggressions, with an average of
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87.5%, and IOA and ranged from 91 to 100%, with an average of 97.75 for vocal
protests. For SR, data were collected for 38% of sessions and ranged from 63 to 100%,
with an average of 92.6%.
Treatment integrity. The second teacher also observed as the researcher
conducted each treatment method and completed a treatment integrity checklist
(Appendix B) to ensure the researcher was following the protocols set above. The
observer was naive to the details of the study. Treatment integrity data were collected for
20% of Lovaas’ DTT sessions and treatment integrity ranged from 87.5% to 100% with
an average of 95.8%. For NET, treatment integrity data were collected for 18% of
sessions and ranged from 90% to 91% and averaged 90.6%. Treatment integrity data
were collected for 21% of VBA DTT sessions and averaged 100%.
Data analysis. In DTT, percentage of correct responding was graphed for each
target. In VBA, probe data were graphed as either 100% or 0%. Visual analysis of
response accuracy was used to make teaching and mastery decisions. Behavior data was
graphed as frequency over time and total instances.
To calculate teaching trials to criterion, the number of trials presented for each
target within the four language domains was added up. For example, 36 trials for
receptive target lion and 24 trials for receptive target goat were added together to get 60
teaching trials to criterion for the VBA receptive domain. To determine sessions to
criterion, the total number of sessions required until mastery criterion was achieved for
both targets in each domain were counted. For example, MM mastered receptive lion
within five sessions, but required eight for receptive goat. The total sessions to criterion
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for the VBA receptive domain was eight sessions—five sessions where lion and goat
were both presented, plus three more sessions where goat only was presented.
Behavioral data were graphed as a rate over time. Rate was calculated by dividing
the total frequency of behavior by the total minutes per session. For MM, vocal protests
and aggressions were graphed as total occurrences per session.
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Chapter 4: Results
This single subject, alternating treatment design study aimed to determine any
differential effects of using Lovaas’ DTT and VBA on the acquisition of mands,
expressive, and receptive language of young children with autism, as well as any
collateral effects on generalization, maintenance, and rates of problem behavior. Both
participants acquired new language and manding targets using the Lovaas’ DTT and
VBA interventions. For MM, generalization was similar for both methodologies, but for
SR, generalization was higher for targets acquired using VBA. Maintenance was higher
for both participants for VBA targets. Rates of problem behaviors were lower for both
participants when using VBA.
Individual Results for MM
MM acquired nine new targets using VBA and six new targets using Lovaas’
DTT. Two targets that were initially taught using Lovaas’ DTT were changed to VBA
when responding showed no trend (receptive airplane) and a decreasing trend (receptive
turtle). A decision was made to discontinue the intraverbal target push car during the
study as he had acquired the response “crash car” that was possibly interfering with other
play programming outside of the study. Figures 1 and 2 summarize acquisition for all
targets.
Of the nine VBA mastered targets, MM spontaneously generalized seven to the
DTT setting, responding correctly on the first DTT probe to novel pictures. For the
targets receptive lion and tact ice cream truck, he required teaching at the table before
mastery. Ice cream truck was a target that MM had a lot of difficulty with. During NET, a
decision was made to implement one day of teaching to increase correct responding.
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Figure 1. MM acquisition, generalization, and maintenance of VBA targets.
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Figure 2. MM acquisition, generalization, and maintenance of Lovaas’ DTT targets.
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After this teaching, he mastered the target in the NET, but required teaching at the table
when he was generalizing to other teaching materials.
Trials to criterion were significantly less using VBA, with an average of 44 trials
compared to 127 trials in Lovaas’ DTT (Figure 3). Comparisons within each language
domain demonstrated a similar trend, with more trials required using Lovaas’ DTT. In the
receptive domain, 47 VBA trials were delivered to master four targets, while 148 trials
were delivered before the two receptive skills were discontinued. In tacting, 53 trials
were delivered in the VBA method compared to 170 in Lovaas’ DTT. For manding, 24
trials were delivered in VBA compared to 70 in Lovaas’ DTT. For intraverbals, 51 trials
were delivered, including for the discontinued push car target, compared to 120 trials in
Lovaas’ DTT to master two targets.
Teaching Trials to Criterion
VBA
200
150
100
50
0

148
47

Sessions to Criterion
VBA

Lovaas' DTT
170

53

120
51

15
24

70

10
5

10

13
7

Lovaas' DTT
11
6 7

6

4

0

Figure 3. Teaching trials and sessions to criterion for MM.
*Intraverbal trials to criterion for VBA included trials completed for discontinued target prior to
termination of instruction
**Seven sessions were conducted using DTT for receptive targets with no criterion reached

Average sessions to criterion were nine for VBA and seven using Lovaas’ DTT
(Figure 3). VBA required more teaching sessions for all domains. For receptive goals, 10
sessions were implemented in the VBA method and seven sessions in Lovaas’ DTT
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before teaching was discontinued. For tacting, 13 VBA sessions were required compared
to 11 Lovaas’ DTT. Six sessions were delivered for intraverbals in VBA for mastery of
one target, compared to seven in Lovaas’ DTT for two targets. For manding, six sessions
were delivered for VBA compared to four for Lovaas’ DTT. Trials and sessions to
criterion are summarized in Table 3. Total duration of Lovaas’ DTT session was 190
minutes and total VBA session time was 82 minutes.
MM responded correctly to 87% of generalization trials for VBA targets. Of 39
generalization probe trials delivered, MM responded incorrectly to five trials, two trials
each for receptive goat and intraverbal crash blocks, and one trial for receptive turtle. For
crash blocks, he responded instead with build blocks, which was a response he had in
repertoire prior to the study. MM responded correctly to 90% of generalization trials to
Lovaas’ DTT targets. Out of 41 generalization probe trials, four trials were missed. MM
did not respond correctly to any generalization probes for tact of police car (two probes)
and missed two probes for tact of fire truck as well. He responded with tacts of other
vehicles.
During the follow-up probe, MM responded correctly to 78% of VBA targets and
50% of Lovaas’ DTT targets correctly. In VBA, he erred on tact of ice cream truck,
calling it a fire truck, and intraverbal crash blocks, responding build blocks. For Lovaas’
DTT targets, he was incorrect for both intraverbal targets, not giving a clear response,
and tact of police car, labeling only car.
Regarding target challenging behaviors per treatment session, average body tenses
per minute were .95 in Lovaas’ DTT and .66 using VBA. For six sessions, tenses were
higher during Lovaas’ DTT than VBA, three sessions where tenses were higher in VBA,
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and one session where tensing was equal (Figure 4). There was no Lovaas’ DTT session
on the last day of VBA. Vocal protests and aggressions were recorded if they occurred
during sessions. Vocal protests occurred during six Lovaas’ DTT sessions, totaling 15
occurrences, and three VBA sessions, or five times. Aggressions occurred during five
Lovaas’ DTT session, totaling eight, and four VBA sessions, totaling 11.
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Figure 4. MM tensing, vocal protests, and aggression during Lovaas DTT and VBA.
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Individual Results for SR
SR acquired eight targets each with Lovaas’ DTT and VBA. He mastered one
target in Lovaas’ DTT (tact insects) and three targets in VBA (tacting insects, intraverbal
wash dishes, and manding for animals) in three and four sessions, respectively, the
minimum criterion for mastery. In the VBA intervention, after four sessions of
inconsistent responding in the receptive domain, a decision was made to implement a
session of prompting for both targets. After this teaching, SR quickly mastered both
receptive targets. A similar decision was made for intraverbal refrigerator after five
sessions of incorrect responding, leading to mastery. No teaching tactics were
implemented for Lovaas’ DTT. Figures 5 and 6 summarize acquisition of all targets.
Total trials to criterion were significantly lower for VBA targets, with an average
of 38 compared to 85 for Lovaas’ DTT (Figure 7). For manding, 26 trials were needed to
meet criterion for two targets in VBA as opposed to 60 in Lovaas’ DTT. In receptive
language, 56 trials were delivered in VBA and compared to 100 in DTT. In tacting, 27
trials were needed and 70 in Lovaas’ DTT. For intraverbals, 44 VBA trials were
delivered compared to 90 in Lovaas’ DTT.
Sessions to criterion were lower in Lovaas’ DTT, averaging five compared to
eight sessions to criterion in VBA. Manding targets were met in four sessions of Lovaas’
DTT compared to six sessions of VBA. Receptive targets were mastered after five
Lovaas’ DTT sessions compared to nine VBA sessions. Tacting targets were mastered
after four Lovaas’ DTT session, as opposed to seven VBA sessions. Twice as many
sessions were needed to meet intraverbal targets in VBA, 10, compared to Lovaas’ DTT,
requiring only five sessions.
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Figure 5. SR acquisition, generalization, and maintenance of VBA targets.
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Figure 6. SR acquisition, generalization, and maintenance of Lovaas’ DTT targets.
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Figure 7. Teaching trials and sessions to criterion for SR.

Total session time for Lovaas’ DTT was 159 minutes and total session time for VBA was
79 minutes.
SR responded with 97% accuracy during generalization of VBA targets. Out of 31
generalization probe trials, SR responded incorrectly only once for targets mastered using
VBA, while manding for a puzzle piece, which he manded for by name rather than a
general statement of “I need the puzzle piece.” SR responded correctly to 85% of
generalization trials for Lovaas’ DTT targets. Of 52 generalization probe trials, he
responded incorrectly during eight trials across three targets: receptive dragonfly,
intraverbal cook in kitchen, and manding for the fishing pole. For cook in kitchen, he
responded with microwave, which was the other intraverbal target he learned using
Lovaas’ DTT. Instead of manding for the fishing pole when needed, he requested for the
items he was fishing for.
During the maintenance probe, SR responded correctly to 88% of VBA targets
and 63% of Lovaas’ DTT targets correctly. In VBA, he responded incorrectly to tact of
vegetable for both exemplars, labeling broccoli and potato as food. In Lovaas’ DTT, SR
also made the same error for tact of vegetable for corn. Additionally, when asked, “where
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do we cook food?” he responded with microwave instead of kitchen. When playing with
the fishing game, in lieu of requesting the fishing pole, he attempted to use his hands
when taking his turn.
At baseline, SR’s challenging behaviors averaged .32 tenses per minute. During
Lovaas’ DTT, he averaged .39 tenses per minute compared to .07 tenses per minute while
using VBA (Figure 8). There were five more sessions of VBA after targets in Lovaas’
DTT were all mastered.

Baseline

Figure 8. SR tensing during Lovaas’ DTT and VBA.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
The purpose of this study was to determine the differential effects of Lovaas’
DTT and the VBA on rates of language acquisition, generalization, maintenance, and
problem behaviors in young students with autism. Instruction was delivered to two
students using both methodologies. Both instructional methods were successful in
teaching new skills to the participants and resulted in high levels of generalization. VBA
resulted in better maintenance than Lovaas’ DTT, and problem behaviors were clearly
lower when using VBA compared to Lovaas’ DTT.
Skill Acquisition
Trials to criterion, or the number of teaching trials required to reach mastery
criterion, is a measure of “instructional effectiveness” (Greer & Ross, 2008, p. 295);
fewer trials to criterion should be necessary when more effective teaching is taking place.
In general, teaching trials to criterion was lower using VBA but required more sessions
overall. For both SR and MM, VBA teaching trials to criterion was less than half of the
total for Lovaas’ DTT. One reason for this disparity is inherent in the different data
collection procedures for each method. Since no teaching trials were delivered after a
correct initial probe in VBA, the number of teaching trials was significantly lower than
Lovaas’ DTT. The minimum number of trials to mastery in Lovaas’ DTT is 30 (three
days of 10 trials) while the minimum in VBA is 10 (six on the first day and one each
subsequent day, including the DTT probe).
When comparing sessions to criterion, or the total number of daily teaching
sessions required to mastery criterion (i.e., the number of daily sessions required to
master the skill), the difference between methodologies was smaller. On average, SR
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required three fewer sessions to meet each of Lovaas’ DTT targets. For MM, there was
no real difference; on average Lovaas’ DTT required one less session, with the caveat
that two of his targets were eventually taught using VBA. Again, there is an inherent
difference in the minimum number of sessions before mastery due to the way data is
collected. As part of the Lovaas’ DTT methodology, three sessions is the minimum to
master a target. In contrast, VBA procedures require at least five sessions prior to
mastery: the first session where responses are prompted, 3 days in NET, and at least one
probe in the DTT setting.
As any ABA intervention relies on data to make instructional decisions, data
collection methodology can greatly impact educational progress. Cummings and Carr
(2009) compared first-trial data collection, as used in VBA, to all-trial data collection, as
used in Lovaas’ DTT, and found that first-trial data collection resulted in fewer sessions
to criterion but found that maintenance was higher in skills mastered using all-trial data
collection. Unlike the current study, their mastery criterion was set at 2 days at 100% for
first-trial data and 2 days at 80% for all-trial data. A later study by Najdowski and
collegues (2009) used 3 days at 100% or 3 days at 80% for their criterion, like in this
study, and found negligible differences in rates of acqusition across participants.
Acquistion rates between the collection methods were similar, as was maintanence of
skills.
One of the complications in comparing VBA and Lovaas’ DTT is the discrepancy
in how mastery is measured. Both the Cummings and Carr (2009) and Najdowski et al.
(2009) studies set mastery criterion to the same number of sessions and delivered the
same number of teaching trials in both methods despite not using the data past the first
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trial in the first-trial condition. However, that was not possible in this study because of
the different instructional approaches employed by VBA (NET and DTT) and Lovaas’
DTT. Moreover, mastery criterion is not standardized across all ABA programs.
Sundberg (2016) has suggested that criterion in a VBA program be correct probes across
three consecutive sessions, but that can be changed based on the individual student’s
needs. Criterion in DTT programs can vary as well, from 2 days at 80-100% or 3 days at
80-100%. And again, these criteria can be changed based on a student’s learning style.
For the purposes of this study, the Lovaas’ DTT criterion was set at 3 days to make it
more comparble to the VBA criterion, but 4 days would have been too much repetition
and could have increased problem behaviors. Moreover, analysis by Lerman, Dittlinger,
Fentress, and Lanagan (2011) found that a 2-day mastery criterion was more likely to
result in premature mastery than using a 3-day criterion. So the 3-day criterion set for
both Lovaas’ DTT and VBA in this study seemed to best measure performance and
balance the two teaching approaches.
While the differences in minimum teaching trials and sessions needed to reach
criterion makes a head-to-head comparison difficult, examining the total minutes of
instruction required for mastery clearly favored VBA. VBA required much less
instructional time to achieve criterion, based on total session time delivered between
methodologies. SR spent 79 total minutes in VBA instruction, but twice as much time in
Lovaas’ DTT at 159 minutes, with both interventions resulting in eight mastered targets.
MM spent 82 minutes in VBA instruction and mastered nine targets, while 190 minutes
of Lovaas’ DTT instruction resulted in six mastered targets. These finding are similar to
those of Cummings and Carr (2009), who found that first-trial data collection saved as
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much as 24 to 100 minutes of instructional time compared to all-trial data collection. The
total time difference relative to skills acquired leads to the conclusion that VBA was the
more efficient teaching method. The time saved using VBA means a teacher can devote
instructional time to other skills.
Behavior
Rates of problem behaviors were lower in general for both participants in the
VBA phase. With the exception of aggression in the form of grabbing by MM, all
behaviors were lower than baseline levels and lower than Lovaas’ DTT levels. The
slightly higher rate of grabbing by MM during VBA, mainly in the NET, can be
attributed to the level of physical interaction that took place; he was often in close contact
with the instructor as they manipulated toys. Grabbing occurred as a result of both
excitement and avoidance, but the tally did not differentiate between function. This
finding is in line with past studies that have found naturalistic teaching methodologies
elicit lower rates of problem behaviors (LeBlanc et al., 2006; McGee et al., 1983;
Schreibman et al., 2015; Stock et al., 2013; Vismara & Rogers, 2010). For both
participants, as they mastered targets and sessions became shorter, rates of challenging
behavior also decreased.
Another behavioral factor to consider beyond the target problem behaviors was
attention. For SR, a lot of escape/avoidance behaviors occurred as a result of the
repetitiveness of 10 massed trials during Lovaas’ DTT. During receptive programs, he
grabbed materials to prevent them from being re-presented or used them in stereotypical
play. If materials were on the table and not being used, he also grabbed those to engage in
play. It was also difficult to maintain his attention after several trials were presented of
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one task; he stared off and ignored instructions from the instructor. For expressive
programs, the possibility of rote responding was further addressed after the first session
of Lovaas’ DTT by randomly rotating the tact and intraverbal targets so that there was
more variety in his instruction.
Likewise, MM exhibited escape behaviors by grabbing materials and playing with
them or dropping them on the floor while responding, especially during receptive
programs, which he had more difficulty with. He also was prone to staring off and not
responding, though much more avoidant with receptive tasks than expressive tasks. It was
also harder to maintain his attention when running receptive programs, as switching out a
field of six took more time, but expressive tasks, which were easier for him to begin with,
were presented rapidly back-to-back. One noncompliant behavior that MM exhibited was
intentional incorrect responding, which his teachers reported occurred during their
observations of his DTT sessions, again, especially with receptive programs. Multiple
trial presentations of non-preferred tasks during Lovaas’ DTT produced more problem
behaviors than single presentations in VBA.
Natural Environment Teaching
In contrast to Lovaas’ DTT sessions, during NET sessions, both students were
engaged with the materials and given access to them during instruction. Teaching trials
across verbal operants were all presented in relation to one toy or activity, making
teaching multiple skills more efficient and helping to maintain attention. SR, for example,
enjoyed using the bugs from his receptive program to hop or fly or tickle and perform
other actions. He would request for these actions, and teaching trials were presented in
association with these requests. The researcher could build on this motivation to make the
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bug hop to vegetables and present trials unrelated to insects. Similar play schemes were
used with MM, where he would request for a train and had to receptively identify animals
to be placed on the train before he could push it or tact other vehicles that the train would
crash into. One of the main advantages of VBA is the opportunity to capitalize on
motivation and teach skills beyond, but related, to the child’s current MO (Sundberg,
2016; Sundberg & Michael, 2001; Sundberg & Partingon, 1999; Weiss & Zane, 2010).
More importantly, these play schemes changed session by session based on the students’
motivation and the creativity of the researcher to present the targets in different scenarios,
so teaching was not static across sessions as was the case in Lovaas’ DTT.
While motivation was higher, instruction in the NET also presented certain
difficulties for the participants. For SR, there were many more distractions in the play
areas that elicited arranging behavior that was not present in his instructional area.
Moreover, even when at the large horseshoe tables in his classroom, SR was easily
diverted to what his peers were doing or looking at stimuli around the room—if peers
were at the computer for example, SR would watch what they were doing instead, which
is harder to do from his own desk.
When play materials were presented to him without specific instruction, SR was
not sure what to do with them or used them as fidget toys. Since he was more at ease with
structured play activities than open play, different activities like scavenger hunts and
matching activities were incorporated into early NET sessions where play with one object
would lead to another. At the end of these activities, SR would request reinforcers that he
typically earned with tokens, even though tokens were not being delivered during the
session, suggesting the completion of the activity, and not the activity itself, was
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reinforcing. After several sessions of instruction and pairing with SR, the researcher
became more familiar with him and how to make the play sessions more reinforcing (i.e.
actions with bugs), and NET sessions became more motivating for him when he enjoyed
interactions with the materials.
MM, on the other hand, very much enjoyed being in the play area, but was under
very little instructional control in this environment. While playing on the carpet, MM
rolled around on the floor and crawled or darted all over the classroom during play. He
exhibited problem behaviors when he was brought back to the play area, particularly
vocal protests. Moreover, play skills, especially manipulating toys in appropriate ways,
was an area of weakness for MM, and one on which he worked daily. During the first
NET session, when the instructor attempted to redirect him to play with the items rather
than engage in stereotypy with them, he engaged in aggressions and vocal protests,
leading to the inclusion of these two behaviors in the study. After pairing and building of
instructional control at the leisure skills table, MM’s participation and willingness to play
with the researcher increased. However, he still engaged in aggressions or vocal protests
during play if he did not want to share toys or was redirected from stereotypy.
Play skills often are deficits for children with autism, and there is limited research
regarding the use of Lovaas’ DTT to teach play skills (Furtaw, 2017). While large studies
mention play skills as part of a long list of all the skills DTT is successful in teaching,
there is no focus on play. Furtaw (2017) taught four participants how to engage in a
functional play activity using Lovaas’ DTT to test if functional play would then increase
during group play time. She found that teaching increased participants’ time engaged in
functional play during group, but the children were only presented with the same
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materials used during instruction. Other play items were not available, and no
observations were made as to whether play generalized to other materials.
This study highlights a disadvantage of using Lovaas’ DTT to teach play skills,
which can be extremely limited to one action or one activity and could partially explain
the difficulties MM and SR had in a play context. Their instructional histories with play
skills were more structured, including following activity schedules to complete play
activities or teacher directed play to complete play schemas related to a toy. For example,
some of the vegetable manipulatives used in NET for SR were part of a cutting playset
which he had mastered as an activity on his play schedule. When these vegetables were
first made available to him, he invariably requested for a knife to cut them up and was not
able to complete other actions with them, like pretend to eat. In typical children, play is a
huge part of development and socialization (Furtaw, 2017), and teaching a child with
autism to play appropriately in the natural environment should be considered as important
as specific play skills.
One disadvantage of NET is the level of training needed to conduct effective
instruction compared to Lovaas’ DTT (Sundberg & Partington, 1999; Sundberg, 2016).
The researcher, who has over 15 years of experience using VBA, was simultaneously
delivering instruction and building rapport with the participant, which is the initial step in
instruction during NET (Sundberg, 2016; Sundberg & Partington, 1998). Much trial and
error was used in the initial sessions in order to contrive instructional trials that followed
with MM and SR’s motivation rather than abolishing it; this pairing was important to
establish a relationship with each student to ensure learning was fun. Beyond effective
pairing, the instructor also had to create instructional opportunities from constantly
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fluctuating motivations, which can be difficult compared to delivering repeated trials as
in Lovaas’ DTT.
Generalization and Maintenance
Consistent with findings from other studies on naturalistic teaching methods and
verbal behavior, generalization and maintenance were generally higher with VBA targets
(Carr & Firth, 2005; King, 2015; Koegel et al., 1887; McGee et al., 1995; Williams &
Greer, 1993). Generalization was almost at 100% for SR for VBA targets, whereas he
made consistent errors for the Lovaas’ DTT target intraverbal cook kitchen. One of the
advantages of naturalistic teaching is that teaching in context promotes higher
generalization and maintenance (Charlop-Christy & Carpenter, 2000; Koegel et al., 2002;
McGee et al., 1983). Out of all the intraverbal targets, SR had the least contact with a
kitchen in the school environment, but used a sink, refrigerator, and microwave daily in
school. Presumably, he had daily access to a kitchen at home, but when he had difficulty
mastering refrigerator in the NET, the researcher used the classroom refrigerator to help
teach it. With kitchen, SR likely learned through corrections and had the lowest rate of
generalization amongst all targets. He also missed this target on the maintenance probe.
During follow-up, SR responded to two more targets correctly from VBA than
Lovaas’ DTT. SR missed tacting class of vegetable across both methods, labeling three of
the four items “food” at maintenance, even though he did not miss this target in either
methodology during generalization at all. When asked the follow-up question, “What
kind of food?” he did respond vegetable. His other error from the Lovaas’ DTT method
was manding for fishing pole, which he also missed twice during generalization. SR
seemed uninterested in playing and simply used his hands instead of requesting for the
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fishing pole during his turn. Interestingly, he correctly labeled the class of insect and,
during the probe, even requested to play with the insects, as he had during NET sessions,
another indication that motivation can play a large role in skill maintenance as well as
promote spontaneous language (Sundberg & Partington, 1998; Weiss, 2001).
In MM’s case, generalization was virtually the same across methods, but
maintenance was significantly higher for targets mastered using VBA. He errored on two
targets at follow-up from VBA, tact ice cream truck and intraverbal crash blocks. Ice
cream truck was the last target he mastered during the main portion of the study and with
which he had the most difficulty. He was also not probed for generalization for this
target. When crash blocks was presented as a pure intraverbal using only a vocal SD and
no other visual stimulus, MM responded with “build,” a response that was in his
repertoire prior to the study. However, later in the probe, when he requested blocks, he
played with the blocks and said, “Crash blocks.” Even though he had generalized to a
pure intraverbal in probes, he initially mastered the target with the item present,
signifying the correct response was maintained by the activity and the motivational
context (Carr & Firth, 2005). Conversely, he did not respond correctly to the cold probe
with the blocks out of sight, indicating stimulus control of the response had not
transferred away from motivation, and additional training will be needed to maintain this
response in other contexts (Sundberg, 2016).
Regarding Lovaas’ DTT targets, MM missed tact of police car and both
intraverbal targets at follow-up. Police car was the last Lovaas’ DTT target to be
mastered, and the one he had the most difficulty with. He did not correctly tact it in any
generalization probes. For both intraverbal targets, he did not give a clear response. Later
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in the probe, when he saw the carousel, he did not make any responses as he had done
with the blocks. However, during generalization probes, he responded at 100% to both
targets.
The results from this study suggest another reason VBA can lead to higher
generalization and maintenance. While targets were mastered quickly using Lovaas’
DTT, there was potential that mastery took place due to rote responding and not true
learning (Schreibman et al., 2015; Vismara & Rogers, 2010). In looking at the raw data,
MM responded incorrectly to the first trial of tacting police car for every session except
one, signifying he was prompted from the correction after the first trial and rotely
responded to subsequent trials, resulting in no generalization and maintenance. A similar
pattern of responding was evident in the intraverbal target carousel spin, though the
increasing trend in his responding and generalization indicated more learning was taking
place, even though it did not lead to maintenance. In SR’s case, he quickly acquired the
intraverbal target cook in kitchen and manding for fishing pole but did poorly on
generalization probes, as well as maintenance. The raw data show for both targets, he
responded incorrectly to the first trial every other session. Had any of these targets been
taught using VBA, MM and SR would not have mastered them when they did, and more
teaching would have been required.
Limitations
There are several limitations to this study. The first is the lack of generalization to
other instructors. While generalization across materials and settings was systematically
planned, there was no way to test generalization across people during the study. It is
typical for students to have instructional teams to ensure generalization across people as
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well as to learn from different teaching styles (Stock et al., 2013). However, the primary
investigator was the only person trained and approved to implement the study, and as
such, a full examination of generalization could not be done, and further research should
include this dimension of generalization. However, as the goals targeted in this study are
part of the participants’ IEP, the skills mastered here will be integrated into their
maintenance programs so generalization will be tested outside of the context of this study
by their regular teachers.
A second complication of having only one instructor for this study was lower
measures of IOA and treatment integrity. Specifically for NET, treatment integrity was
lower compared to the two types of DTT. There certainly could have been deviations
made by the researcher from the protocol that lowered treatment integrity, but the fact
that the observers were naïve to the protocols of the study and to NET in particular could
also have been a factor. While the observers were trained in ABA, their daily
instructional style mirrored that of VBA’s DTT phase most, which had the highest
treatment integrity. Furthermore, the flexible and fluid nature of NET compared to the
structure of discrete trial teaching in either methodology could have contributed to lower
treatment integrity as interpreted by an observer. An often cited disadvantage of NET is
the more intensive training that staff must undergo in order to conduct instruction based
on a child’s motivation rather than a scripted curriculum (Sundberg & Partington, 1999;
Sundberg, 2016). Future studies would benefit by having both a protocol in place to
ensure treatment integrity does not fall below a certain threshold, as well as having
multiple investigators fully trained in the research protocol participate in activities related
to the study.
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IOA measurements could also have been improved through better communication
between the researcher and observers. Discrepancies for behavior data collection
occurred mainly when the participants were on reinforcement breaks. For the purposes of
the study, the researcher did not measure behaviors during non-instructional times, but
observers did, as per the child’s behavior plan. Additionally, for MM, behavioral data
were only collected for aggressions and vocal protests once the study had begun based on
observers’ comments, so no baseline had been taken, and the researcher was the naïve
data collector in this case.
While the alternating treatment protocol was put into place to prevent order
effects for responding, there was some carry over of instruction nonetheless. A salient
example of this happening was MM’s tact programs. He was much more likely to error
on the tact of ice cream truck during VBA if DTT occurred first, and his response was
usually fire truck. The reverse order effect, VBA influencing DTT responses, seemed less
likely, or was harder to discern. Possibly, the repetition of DTT trials has a bigger
residual effect than the fewer trials delivered in VBA. Future studies will benefit from
having a longer latency between treatments than 15 minutes to reduce order effects.
Another potential limitation was the instructional history of both participants. The
instructional approach employed by the school is basically the DTT protocol used in
VBA. The majority of language and academic skills were presented in structured DTT
instructional sessions, and data were collected only on the first probe trial of the day and
there are no massed trials. Rapid interspersal of mixed operants and a ratio of 80 percent
mastered and 20 percent acquisition material was presented to maintain behavioral
momentum. Manding was targeted through the day during instruction in manding
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sessions, reinforcement breaks, or contexts when appropriate, like at meal times. Some
opportunities are presented naturalistically, while others, as in mand sessions, in a more
structured manner. Students spent much of their instructional time at the table, which was
more similar to a Lovaas’ DTT program, but instruction was delivered in a manner more
akin to VBA. As such, both students were much more comfortable and under greater
instructional control at their personal instructional area than in other areas of the
classroom. While they had initial difficulties with the less structured aspect of NET, the
style of instruction was more familiar to them than mass trials as presented in Lovaas’
DTT. Rates of acquisition were comparable, but the repetitive nature of massed trials
seemed to impact their overall behavior and increase inattention. Future studies using
beginning language learners with no exposure to either teaching methodologies could
paint a clearer picture on how they impact learning and behavior.
The implications of these results should also be considered with regards to the
setting of the participants. Sundberg (2016) warns that NET can be difficult to conduct in
a formal classroom setting as one cannot fully follow the child’s MO; this study did
encounter some restrictions to NET while in the classroom. While teaching in SR’s
classroom, many of the play materials used during the study proved to be distractions to
SR’s classmates and had to hidden from view when not in use to minimize disruption to
their instruction, which led to more teacher direction. In contrast, following MM’s lead in
the play area during NET was not practical in a classroom as his behavior there was both
disruptive and a challenging behavior undergoing behavior reduction. As such, his play
with vehicles was restricted to a table during NET. And, like in SR’s room,
considerations had to be made for one of MM’s classmates who was highly sensitive to
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noise and found the sound of crashing blocks to be aversive, so the researcher had to
ensure the peer had headphones on or was out of the room prior to playing with blocks.
Additional studies should be conducted in a home setting without these restrictions.
Conclusion
Compared to Lovaas’ DTT, VBA is equally effective in teaching young children
with autism manding and language skills. While VBA required more teaching sessions,
total instructional time was shorter, challenging behaviors occurred at a lower rate, and
targets acquired using VBA were better generalized and maintained. This study was the
first to directly compare VBA to Lovaas’ DTT, as well as to fully describe the treatment
protocol used for VBA. As Carr and Firth (2005) points out, more rigorous examinations
of VBA can only be accomplished when there is a “complete description of treatment
components” (p. 22). Despite its limitations, the procedures of this study provide a
stepping stone for future research to replicate, modify, and formally evaluate the
procedures that comprise VBA.
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Lovaas’ DTT Data Collection Sheet
Target 1

Target 2

Target 3

Target 4

Target 5

Target 6

+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-+
-Behavior
Tally

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

----------

----------

----------

----------

VBA Data Collection Sheet
PROBE
Teaching trials (Record +/-)
(+/-)
Target 1
Target 2
Target 3
Target 4
Target 5
Target 6
Behavior Tally

----------
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Treatment Integrity Checklist
Lovaas Discrete Trial Teaching—circle Y if teacher completes step
correctly, N if not completed correctly, n/a if not applicable.
Y
N
Gains child attention
Y
N
Delivers SD clearly
Y
N
Reinforces correct response (praise and token if
applicable)
Y
N
Correction provided if incorrect response (repeat SD,
and prompts)
Y
N
Collects data correctly (circles +/-)
Y
N
Removes materials before presenting next trial
Y
N
Allows for reinforcement break when appropriate for
child
Y
N
Uses clicker to collect behavior data when occasion
arises
Natural environment teaching—circle Y if teacher completes step
correctly, N if not completed correctly, n/a if not applicable.
Y
N
Prompts response immediately on first day target
introduced
Y
N
Waits for child initiation before beginning teaching
trial
Y
N
Provides time (5 secs) for child to mand after
initiation/to respond after SD delivery
Y
N
Praise and reinforcement provided if correct response
(item for mand or reinforcers for other operants )
Y
N
Correction provided if incorrect response (repeat SD,
D
and prompt immediately, repeat S , allow
independent response)
Y
N
Collects data correctly on first trial (records +/-)
Y
N
Continues to deliver target SD throughout activity
(following child interest and contriving situations to
create interest)
Y
N
Represents targets errored during activity for
teaching trials
Y
N
Prompts responses for teaching trials
Y
N
Intersperses known skills during NET

n/a
n/a

n/a

n/a
n/a

n/a
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Collects data during teaching trials for
correct/incorrect responses (records +/-)
Uses clicker to collect behavior data when occasion
arises

Y

N

Y

N

VBA Discrete Trial Teaching—circle Y if teacher completes step
correctly, N if not completed correctly, n/a if not applicable.
Y
N
Gains child attention
Y
N
Delivers SD clearly
Y
N
Reinforces correct response (praise and token if
applicable/items for mand)
Y
N
Correction provided if incorrect response (repeat SD,
D
and prompt immediately, repeat S , allow
independent response)
Y
N
Collects data correctly on first trial (records +/-)
Y
N
Removes materials before presenting next trial
Y
N
Represents targets errored during probe for teaching
trials
Y
N
Prompts responses for teaching trials
Y
N
Intersperses known skills during DTT
Y
N
Collects data during teaching trials for
correct/incorrect responses (records +/-)
Y
N
Allows for reinforcement break when appropriate for
child
Y
N
Uses clicker to collect behavior data when occasion
arises

n/a
n/a

n/a

